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ON BUDGE T 
oCaution urged 
seTi~T~TOecC:omists~3 wWthilplnt~r discovered that Canada is 
a two work regarded as a "formidable 
poor condition and there is 
single lane traffic in many 
places. Big Oliver Bridge, 27 
miles east, will be single lane 
because of an erroded 
retaining wall on the west 
side. 
Highways crews will 
continue to work on the high- 
way to improve conditions as 
long as the weather permits, 
he said. 
Alex Fraser, minister of 
highways, was expected TO 
he in the Terrace area 
today to assess the progress 
of highway reconstruction. 
A new detour at the 
washed out area on Highway 
26, two miles south of the 
Kitimat River Bridge, has 
been established. Hope said 
it is a good detour and it is 
better than the former 
logging road detour. 
The Bailey bridge should 
be installed and the work 
should be completed today at 
the washout 43 miles north of 
Kitwanga on Highway 37. 
Hope said all other high- 
way conditions have 
remained stable. 
No paper 
message 
Thursday for Finance 
Minister Chretien and his 
federal budget planners: Be 
careful. 
The advice to Chretien, 
who will unveil a new federal 
budget to Parliament next 
Thursday, was that Canada 
should be a follower, not a 
leader when it comes to any 
major stimulation of the 
economy. 
B.V. Ben Gestrin, vice 
president and economic 
adviser for the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Com- 
merce, and his colleague, 
G.E. Angevine, senior 
economist, discussed the 
forth coming budget with 
reporters at one of the bank's 
periodic briefings on the 
economy. 
While the briefing was to 
be on the bank's economic 
forecast they saw little 
change for 1979 for an 
already sluggish Canadian 
economy the concern for 
Chretien's budget soon 
became apparent. 
Gestrin, who has just 
returned from a 10 day fact 
finding trip to Europe, said 
any stimulus Chreitien 
provides in the budget should 
be strictly limited because of 
financial and currency 
exnbange problems. He was 
referring to Canada high 
inflation, devalued dollar 
and balance of payments 
difficulties. 
"The government has got 
to be very careful because a
country like Canada is in no 
.position to go out and expand 
vigorously and..lead the 
world " in exi~dd'sionary 
policies." 
"If you go angain this," 
' he said later in an interview. 
"You have to pay the price." 
countries where he and ruthless competitor." 
Liberals vote 
against bill 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Liberal 
MPs lived up to an 
agreement Thursday by 
voting against a bill that 
would have allowed the 
government to borrow $10 
billion for the next fiscal 
year. 
The strange turn of events 
came as the Commons 
finance committee gave 
final consideration to a bill 
through which the govern- 
ment initially had sought 
authority to borrow $17 
billion for this fiscal year, 
ending next March 31, as 
well as for 1979-80. 
The bill as amended was 
approved and now goes back 
to the Commons for final 
reading and consideration 
before the Senate. 
After the bill was in- 
treduced in the Commons 
Oct. 17, the Progressive 
Conservatives objected that 
it asked Parl iament's 
blessing to borrow the $10 
billion before the govern- 
ment had made any public 
forecasts about economic 
prospects for 1979. or 
estimates of spending and 
revenues. 
The Conservatives tried to 
government would take out 
the section asking for the $I0 
billion. 
The $7 billion for this year 
is largely being used to cover 
extensive foreign 
borrowings in the last year 
aimed a[ shoring up the 
government's international 
reserves. The reserves have 
been depleted to defend the 
dollar. 
But when the bill got to 
committee, Marcel Lambert 
(PC-- Edmonton West) 
noted that parliamentary 
procedure would not allow 
the government to simply 
delete the offending clause. 
That was because MPs had 
already approved the 
authority in principle, 
The way to get around that 
was for Liberal MPs to vote 
against he clause, so eight 
Liberals joined with three 
Conservatives to vote 
Thursday to delete the 
section, 
Sinclair Stevens, the Con- 
servative finance critic, 
asked in the committee if the 
government would not be 
able to close its Canada 
Savings Bond issue. 
A legal adviser to the 
delay the bill through debate finance department replied 
until Opposition. Leader. Joe that ff there was a. isrResale-,:,,-.  - . -  
Clark suggested his party of bonds, the situation-could 
would be willing to allow this arise. That was why the 
year's borrowing of $7 billion government was asking for 
to pass and refer it to the approval of the author- 
committee for study if the ity. 
Monday Fragile truce holds As the staff of the 
Herald will be taking 
Monday off in lieu of the 
November 41 holiday ! ...'~HRAN ~At') -- :~,h gesture to the opposition, the relatives, including his sis- 
i ko~wlnbeno,~r ,K - t  I monammau lteza r'amavi s shah ordered respected legal  ters and brothers. 
. . . . .  t - _ r -~ • r'v ai  ed daw ~ ~ t i n n l  ,.an~,rrnptton d ! e, .m . expertJam~liddenAkhavit.q'/:,,:~... : . . . 
wL[l'resume Tu~da--~--r--='y -~[  " a t  calming the  ,popu!ar head an investigation into. .Most m me snan's 
• I unrest that has snaxen nis the reputedly vast holdings relatives were sent abroad 
rule, reached into the of 64 of theshah's clns~t by the shah two months ago. 
Iranian Parliament on 
Thursday. A deputy was ac- Auditor cused of profiteering by Campagnolo set Angevine agreed, saying, 
cornering Iran's glass also in an interview, that if 
market. "we goose up the economy ~'N bows to An uneasy pcace prevailed di tcomuch, we increase im- ,.ov't promising 
intlfiscapitalcity, contreof to scuss relief balance of payments." ports and damage our violent anti-shah protests 
pressure 
Highway 16 East to Prince 
George is expected to be 
open to traffic by noon today 
and people are asked to drive 
with extreme caution. 
The last Bailey bridge was 
installed at Legate Creek, 22 
miles east of Terrace. Crews 
were expected to work 
through the night on Thur- 
sday and early this morning 
to finish the bridge, said 
Neville Hope, regional 
maintenance operations 
manager for the department 
of highways. 
The Bailey bridge at Little 
Oliver Creek, 26 miles, was 
completed on Thursday and 
crews were working on the 
approaches late that af- 
ternoun, he said. ' 
Both the Chindemash 
Creek washout, 14 miles 
east, and the price Creek 
washout, 57 miles east, were 
repaired at the two extreme 
ends of the highway closure 
by Wednesday, which 
allowed crews to move their 
equipment into the two 
middle areas. 
Hope said the highway is in 
Gas 
is on 
last weekend that led to the 
fall of Iran's civilian ad- 
ministration and the shah's 
appointment of a military- 
led government. Troops 
backed by armored vehicles 
and trucks with machine- 
guns mounted on them 
guarded government  
buildings and patrolled key 
locations throughout the 
city. 
Dozens of political figures, 
including a former prime 
minister, have been arrested 
in the anti-corruption 
campaign. On Thursday, the 
roundup reached into the 
lower house of the Iranian 
Parliament, which lifted the 
immunity of Deputy Mansur 
Yasini so he could he prose- 
cuted for alleged industrial 
profiteering. 
A report by a 
parliamentary investigation 
committee charged that 
Yasini, who owns all three of 
Iran's glass factories, had 
caused a seven-fold increase 
in glass prices to $1.35 per 
square foot. 
The committee said the 
politician-industrialist had 
set up a subsidiary cor- 
poration so he could control 
both production and 
distribution and arbitrarily 
increase prices. 
Former prime minister 
Amir Abbas Hoveyda, 
arrested Wednesday, had 
been one of the shah's closest 
confidants. Military police 
did not say why Hoveyda 
was arrested, but reliable 
sources aid he was accused 
of misuse of power during his 
term as government head, 
1964 -77. 
Mter naming the military 
government, he shah an- 
nonnced he would vigorously 
prosecute corruption i  Iran, 
one of the demands made by 
the opposition during months 
of bloody anti-government 
rioting. 
The shah's foes also 
charged that many persons 
close to the imperial palace 
had amassed Iortunes. In a 
Angevine told reporters he budget traint lena Campagnoto, SReena assessment : f  property would be opposed to r e s  
MP, will meet on Sunday in dama~pn ca be made reductions in taxes on retail 
Terrace with local officials although pre l iminary  sales or personal imcome in 
to discuss the federal and' estimates suggest that it will 
provincial governments' be very heavy." 
cost-sharing formula for Trudeau said the Federal 
cleaning up last week'sfl D isas ter  Ass i s tance  
damage. . Program provides for 
Campagnolo is expected to federal.pro#incial sharing of 
meetwith representatives of costs when the financial 
the Regional District of burden of restoring public 
Kitimat-Stikine, District of and private property 
Kitimat, District of Terrace, damaged in a disaster goes 
Provincial  Emergincy beyond what a province can 
Preparedness Secretariat reasonably be expected to 
(PEP) and local Indian band bear on its own. 
councils. 
the budget, favoring, in. 
stead, a reduction of federal 
tax on building materials 
which he said would 
stimulate construction and 
help ease inflation. 
"Sales tax cuts tend to 
cause people to go out and 
spend and increase their 
debtedness , and then they 
have to go through a painful 
readjustment period," he 
said. 
With personal income tax 
The program is the cuts, he said there is a 
Campagnoio has also responsibility of the danger people will not spend 
released a telegram from department of finance the extra money but put it 
Prime Minister Pierre• headed by Jean Chretien and into savings which are 
Trudeau to Premier Bill officials from that depart- already high in Canada. 
Bennett sent on Nov.9 in ment were expected to Gestrin said the growth 
which Trudeau said, " I  discuss the details of the prospects for Europe next 
understand that it will be program with provincial year are "relatively good 
some time before a realistic officials, said Trudeau. compared with 1978." 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Treasury Board president 
Robert Andras promised 
Thursday the government 
will remain within this 
year's spending target of 
$48.3 billion, in spite of his 
request one day earlier for 
Parliament's authority to 
spend $49.79 billion. 
The request for an ad- 
ditional spending authority 
of $1.06 billion came in the 
supplimentary spending 
estimates ubmitted Wed. 
nesdey to the Commons. 
Andras said some of the 
funds requested will not he 
spent and some leans will be 
repaid, allowing the 
government to remain 
within its previously an- 
nounced limit. 
MP Harvey Andre (PC-- 
Calgary Centre) told Andras 
the only way he can keep his 
word is by "inappropriate 
manipulation of Crown 
corporation books." 
Fellow Conservative 
Lincoln' Alexander 
(Hamilton West) added a 
further accusation, saying 
the government routinely 
attempts to film fiam the 
public by manipulating the 
spending statistics of its 
Crown corporations. 
There are approximately 
380 Crown corporations, but 
the government is not 
required by law to include 
their financial statements 
within its national accounts. 
Kitimat teachers protest 
By Ann Dunsmuir 
Kitimat teachers filled all 
available seats and lined the 
walls two deep at Wed- 
nesday's school board 
meeting. 
They came to protest he 
Kitimat School Board 's  
refusal to include non- 
monetary items in 
negotiations for a new 
contract. The present con- 
trace expires Dec. 31, 1978. 
Jackie Worboys, president 
of the Kitimat District 
Teachers' Association, said 
the group believes all em- 
p loyees ,  " inc lud ing  
teachers" have the right to 
negotiate working conditions 
with their employers. 
She said that recent 
government policy 
statements at both federal 
and provincial levels 
outlined this right by 
stressing that collective 
agreements for public sector 
employers should follow the 
practices of private em- 
ployers. 
Worboys quoted from the 
third annual report of the 
Economic Council of Canada 
(1966) which states: "In all 
cases where the government 
is an immediate or ultimate 
employer, the object of 
policy should be to maintain 
as close a relationship as 
possible with wages, salaries 
and other benefits paid by 
government employers to 
those in the private sector," 
Worboys said that, in view 
of these government 
statements, he board should 
negotiate working conditions 
with its teachers as it does 
with non-teaching em- 
ployees. 
The teachers are asking 
that benefits such as 
maternity, paternity and 
parenthood leave be in- 
cluded in their contract. 
School Board Chairperson 
Beverly Rodrigo said the 
board must act in ac- 
cordance with the Public 
School Act (section 135) 
which limits contract 
negotiations to salar,es and 
bonuses. 
She said non-monetary 
items should he referred to 
the Joint Personnel Com- 
mittee. Worboys aid such a 
move would result in 
changing the status of the 
items from contract to 
policy. 
"Policy can be unilaterally 
changed by the board, " she 
said. 
Worboys said Kitimat 
teachers are also concerned 
at the board's failure to 
negotiate with them. 
"Why has the board used 
an agent instead of meeting 
with us directly?" Worboys 
asked. 
Hedrigo said the board had 
a right to employ an agent o 
handle negotiations. She 
refused to answer a demand 
from a teacher in the 
audience for information 
about he salary paid to the 
board's agent. 
The board has hired Art 
Guttman of Burnaby, a 
former Burnaby School 
Board employee, to handle 
negotiations. In other 
business the board decided 
to adhere to its present 
procedures for use of 
professional development 
funds rather than grant 
sabbatical leave to teachers. 
The board felt that money 
for professional develop- 
ment ($26,600 in the proposed 
budget for 1979) should he 
used on a wide basis and 
sabbatical leave would not 
meet the educational needs 
of as many teachers. 
District Superintendent 
Dale Fiddick disagreed with 
the board's decision. He said 
the present in.service 
system does not provide 
"education in depth and 
that's what is needed." 
Board members approved 
in principle plans for a trip to 
Vancouver and Victoria by 
Alexander E lementary 
School grade 8 students but 
blighted the hopes of Mount 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary 
students planning a trip to 
China in May. The board 
refused to grant the China 
group approval in principal 
because of lack of parent 
support. 
"We're building pressure 
and feeding gas in," J6hn 
Low, manager of sales and 
service for Pacific Northern 
Gas said late Thursday. 
Pressure was built up 
slowly, he said in case there 
were any weak spots, 
"We know there are no 
more breaks but if there is a 
weak spot the line will 
blow," he said. 
About 20 lbs. of gas an hour 
was pressured up and Low 
said at 6 p,m. on Thursday 
that here was no reason why 
the residents could not begin 
using gas again. 
The gas line broke about 26 
miles from the Copper River 
Bridge during last week's 
storm and crews im- 
mediately sent in to begin 
building a bypass line. 
Pacific Northern Gas 
asked residents to use 
alternate heat in their homes 
and the rationing caused 
some schools in the Terrace 
urea to he' closed this week. 
Wea~er was the biggest 
factor in repairing the 
broken line, Low said last 
week. If the weather had 
woisened other breaks 
might have eccured and 
crews would have had dif- 
ficulty in doing the needed 
repair work on the first 
break. 
The weather improved but 
when the line was pressured 
up on Tuesday after the 
bypass was completed 
another break was 
discovered in the line bet- 
ween 22 to 23 miles from the 
Copper River Bridge. 
• OTTAWA (CP) - -  Auditor- 
General J. J .  Macdonell 
bowed.to pressure from MPs 
Thursday and agreed to 
postpone release of his at- 
tention-get(lag nnual report 
until debate on the coming 
budget is completed. 
Macdonell said in an inter- 
viev~ late in the day he will 
table his report Nov. 23 in- 
stead of Nov. 21 as he had 
announced earlier in the day. 
He said he had been per- 
suaded by members of the 
public accounts committee 
to defer elease by two days. 
"It was my deciaiDn. I was 
not instructed to do it. I 
happily agreed it would he 
better to defer my report for 
two days in the interest of the 
budget." 
Earlier in the day, the 
auditor.general set off a 
flurry of government protest 
by announcing he would 
table his report in the middle 
of the six-day budget debate. 
The budget will be tabled 
Nov. 16. 
Comment sparks 
heated debates 
had asked Lamontagne 
whether the post office will 
remove disciplinary letters 
from the personal files of 
postal workers as a step 
towards calming the tense 
atmosphere in the wake of 
last month's postal strike. 
Lamontagne repl ied: 
"When I listen to a question 
like that I wonder whether 
the attitude of the honorable 
members is not one of 
protecting the workers who 
got involved in illegal ac- 
tivity or acted in view of dis- 
rupting the postal service." 
The union called a legal 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Pest- 
master .General  Gil les 
Lamontagne sparked a 
furore in the Commons on 
Thursday when he wondered 
aloud whether John 
Rodriguez ( NDP--Nickel 
Belt) was trying to protect 
postal workers who broke 
the law and disrupted the 
mail service. 
Rodriguez pretested and 
called on Lamontagne to 
withdraw the remark. 
Commons Speaker James 
Jerome said he will rule on 
the matter today. 
Rodriguez, the persistent 
postal critic for the NDP. 
t 
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VANCOUVER CP -- The 
president of the Vancouver 
Board of Trade has called on 
businesses not to advertise in
the Express, the newspaper 
produced by union workers 
on strike or locked out at 
Pacific Press Ltd. 
Don Selman said Wed- 
nesday the board believes 
individual businesses have 
the right to make whatever 
decisions they think are 
appropriate to their own 
interests. 
However, Selman said the 
board disagrees with 
members of the graphic arts 
industry providing services 
to the striking and locked 
employees. He said' the 
actions of those members 
enables the workers to 
publish the Express, and 
that could prolong the labor 
dispute. 
Two unions went on strike 
and four others were loci'ed 
out last Wednesday at 
Pacific Press, which 
produces the morning 
Province ~ and the evening 
Sun. No :talks to end the 
strike lockout, which in- 
volves 1,400 workers, have 
been scheduled. 
MeanWhile, severa l  
Pro~incd and Sun reporters 
have been hired by a weekly, 
publication,' B.C.' Business 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Teirace 
Ph, 635-6576 
Store Hours: rues.- Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m, CLOSED MONDAY 
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Where can you buy- 
Televisions, 
Toshiba, 
R.C.A., 
Admiral, 
Panasonic, 
Sto yes, 
Freezers, 
Berkline, 
Maytag, 
G.E., 
R eadymade Draperies, 
Living Room SUites, 
Dinette Suites, 
Bedroom Suites, 
Washers, "Dryers, 
Dishwashers, 
Refrigerators,. 
Microwave Ovens, 
IVestmills, 
Water Beds, 
FREE SERVICE 
DELIVERY IN 
TERRACE & 
KITIMAT AREA 
OPEN 
TUES. TO SAT. 
?, 
=: 
Week, Which 'will beglnl, 
publishblg Nov.14. 
Among the Sun employees 
included on the new paper's 
staff are business ,editor 
George Frnellch, colllotnlst 
Mike Grenby and IFbor 
editor George Dobie, " 
Froelich said in a newl 
release that the 'aim of the 
publication is "to fill a void 
that exists for business news 
due to the cui'rent labor 
dispute at Pacific Press," 
Publisher J,R. Martin said 
Froelich will be responsible 
for the editorial content of 
the controlled circulation 
tabloid publication, which 
has a scheduled press run of 
50,000. 
B.C, Business week will 
be published by Pacific Rim 
Publications Ltd. of Van- 
couver, publisher of B.C. 
Business Magazine. 
Meanwhile, Province 
publisher Paddy Sherman 
said Pacific Press is offering 
to include job protection for 
pressmen in a separate 
agreement that would not be. 
negotiated with every 
contract. 
Howi~ver, Phil Needlmm, 
president ~.r Local 115 of The 
News~apt~r Guild, which 
represents editorial and 
6~er'w..0~'~ers at Pacific 
15res.~ Hid the company is 
attenii~ting to split the six 
Unions in the joint council. 
Sherman said he doesn't 
unde['stand the positioh of 
union leaders who are 
rep0rted.4b have told their 
members that the com- 
pany's offer of job protection 
could beremoved in the next 
contract. ~ 
He said such an agreement 
would not be subject to 
repeated negotiations a  are 
working contracts. 
Needham said recent 
statements and ad- 
vertisements, cosigned by 
Sherman and Sun 
Publisher Clark Davey, 
describing the management 
position on the pressmen 
issue, are intended to 
weaken the resolve of about 
800 guild members in sup- 
porting the joint council in 
general and the pressmen i
particular. 
The unions' last contracts 
expired Oct.3l. 
S,ehools~,, 
" ' . . ; : '  ~" *:,~"'e ,rlr)t,q,C,'J 
VICTORIA CP -- Students 
in British Columbia schools 
will not get an extra day off 
Monday to mark Remem- 
brance Day, a spokesman 
for the education ministry • 
said today. 
The spokesman said 
Rqmembrance Day is being 
marked in the schools this 
week, and because it falls on 
a Saturday. will give 
students the opportunity to 
attend ceremonies held in 
communities throughout the 
province. 
'He said teachers have 
negotiated for an extra day 
off during the Christmas 
holidays inlieu of Remem- 
brance Day. 
Harding, 
Carpet, 
Lazy-Boy, 
Sklar, 
Kroehler, 
Jenn-Air, 
Moffat, 
Kirsch 
Vilas, 
Toby, 
Stereos by Famous Brand Names, 
PHONE 847-4485 
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PORT HARDY, B.C (CP) only one reached the shore. Oceans Canada will not hold further its original objective spawning channels, area from the north should $25,488 in funding from cca~truction and for 
- -  One man died when a 
giHnetter was destroyed by 
fire after It ran aground 
Wednesday night near this 
northern Yanceu~er Island 
eonununlty. 
When .the boat ran 
aground, the impact ipped a
gas stove. The two fishermen 
aboard jumped into the 
water to escape the fire, but 
No names were released. 
The survivor was being 
treated in hospital for ex- 
pusure. 
The gillnetter was en route 
from Alert Bay on Van- 
couver bland to Port Simp- 
son on the northwestern 
British Columbia coast when 
the accident occurred. 
This sailor stands out 
SEA'I'rL£ (AP) -- Ms. Yates, 21, one of the first 
Frances Yatas attracts a lot-' eight women graduates of 
attention being the only 
woman on a tanker plying 
the Pacific Ocean, hut there 
are drawbacks too. 
"Everyone likes being the 
center of attentiou, but if I 
make a mistake, everyone 
also will know about it," said 
the United States Merchant 
Marine Academy at 
Kingspoint, N.Y. 
Though women crew 
members are not unusual 
aboard ships of other 
nations, "it's still a novelty 
hero," she said. 
Accident damages award 
VANCOUVER (CP) --The 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court has awarded Wendy 
Collier t21,000 in damages 
for injuries suffered In a 
traffic accident in March, 
1975. 
Collier broke her back in 
the aecident when the car in 
which she was a passenger 
ran backwards into the 
Fraser River. 
Jtmtiee E. Davie Fulton 
said in assessing damages 
against Jasbir Singh Sidhu, 
that Sidhu attempted tokiss 
his passenger and when she 
rebuffed his advances, 
agreed to drive her home. 
The judge said Sidhu, in 
backing his car upa loading 
ramp while attempting to 
gain speed to get through 
some loose gravel, backed 
off the ramp and plunged 30 
feet into the river. 
He was a kindly man 
STOCKBRIDGE' Marry Saivadere, a ~-yesr- 
(AP) - -  Townspeople who old insurance agent, 
posed for artist Norman 
Rockwell said Thursday his 
drawings of Americana 
illustrated his own life: 
p~l~ ~ssumi~,  kindly. 
people of this western 
Massachusetts own of 2,228 
awoke Thursday to learn 
their friend and neighbor 
had died late Wednesday 
night, at 84, at his home in 
the Berkshire Mountaim. 
'Tm very sad," said 
Salvadore had pined for 
Rockwell while in grade 
school and later as a college 
student for a 1966 U.S. Peace 
Corps illmtrstton that ap 
peared in Look magazine. 
"He was a lot of fun," 
Salvadore said. "He made 
you try to understand what 
he was trying to paint. He 
was more or less an adopted 
son The town treasured him 
like a jewel." 
Bylaws not legal 
.VANCOUVER (CP) --The in the Cobble Hill area, about 
British Columbia Court of 35 kilometres northwest of 
Appeal has rejected a Victoria. 
regional district's attempt to Justice Seaton said the 
legalize several 'con- Municipal Act requires 
treversial zoning bylaws by advance notice of. rezoning 
ruling that the weekly bylaws to be published in a • 
Cowichan Valley News does newspaper which must have 
not meet th~ de(!niUod 0~ a regular subscribers :in the 
newpspaer. 
Justice P. D. Seaton, areas the bylaws affect. 
writing the unanimous The Cowichan Valley Re- 
decision of the three- gionaldistrictput the notices 
member panel, said Thur- in the weekly Cowichan 
sday the appeal court up- Valley News which eir- 
holds a lower-court uling in oulates in the area but does 
which a homeowner success, not have an actual list of 
fully challenged the subscribers in the Cobble 
legitimacy of zoning bylaws Hill area. 
Queen of P.R. used 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
Queen o~ Prince Rupert has 
been pressed into emergency 
service because of the 
flooding problems in nor- 
thwastern British Columbia, 
says a spokesman for the 
B.C. Ferry Corp. 
The spokesman said 
Wednesday that the ferry 
has temporarily halted its 
regular run from 
Tsawwassen, south of 
Vancouver, to Prince 
Rupert. 
Interruption is expcete(i to 
last a few days, the 
spokesman said, while the 
ferry carries equipment to 
Prince Rupert for road 
repairs in the floodetricken 
area around Terrace and 
Kitimat, and brings out mo- 
torists stranded by highway 
washouts. 
ICBC premiums up 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
Insurance Corp. of British 
Cokunbla has reported net 
premiums for its automobile 
insurance act dund od 
$171,982,0~0 for  the six 
months ended Aug. 31, 
compared with premiums of 
$145,414,000 in the 
cerr~pendiag period last 
yea~ident Robbie 8herrell 
said in a news release 
Thursday that although the 
mmher of claims recorded 
i s  almest nine per cent 
higher than the corre- 
8pondll~ period last year, 
the average dollar eust has 
stabilized. 
"We have expectations 
that as a result of eonlrol 
programs, this leveling-off 
will ha maintained for the 
balance of the year," he 
said. 
Bodily injury claims 
averaged $4,750 during the 
period under review, ~PYi0 or 
16.5 per cent less than the 
I5;690 average in 1977. 
Sherrell said that although 
the figures 'are encouraging, 
It was still too early to made 
a definite prediction on rotes 
next year. 
Nine years for herion 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
King Lui, 48, was sentenced 
Wednesday In county court 
to nine years In jail on heroin 
ealuggling charges. 
Judge D. H. Campbell said 
Lui was ~e contact man in a 
4.Mdlo heroin shipment o 
Canada from Hong Keng. In 
sentencing Lnl, Campbell 
said he took into aceount the 
fact that Lni had already 
spent two years in jail 
~walllng trial. 
Lui was extradited from 
Hong Kong on charges that 
he was part of a $3 billion 
heroin ring which distributed 
at least 1,500 kilograms of 
the drug in North Amedna, 
Europe, Japan and 
Australia. 
Canadian police said they 
spent $8 million dollars on 
their part of the in. 
vestigation. 
Newsprint prices up 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Crown Zellerbach Canada 
Md. announced today that 
newsprint prices will In. 
elt'esse ~feetive Feb. 1, 1979. 
Prices in the Vancouver 
area and on Vancouver 
Island will go to $370 a 
metric ton from $,136; in the 
British Columbia Interior 
and Alberta, the price will be 
$376 a metric ton, up from 
$841.50; and the new United 
States price will be 1~145 U.S. 
a shortton, up from ¢120 O.S. 
a public meeting in Terrace 
at the Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School on 
Tuesday Nov.14 at 7:30 p.m. 
to report o the lmblie and 
receive more public optons, 
until Jon.ll, 1979. 
Concert 
planned 
The New York Harp En- 
eemble, under the direction 
of Aristid yen Wurtzler, will 
perform at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Tuesday, Nov. 14 ~ rP..m. Ti~eto areN at the 
The ceuesrt is scheduled to
replace the Terrace Concert 
Assodalton's pre~istlon of 
the four Russian harpists 
who were unavailable. 
The harpists will play 
music by Domenico 
$carlatti, Antmio Vivaldi, 
Benedetto Mareello, Johann 
Sebastian Bach, Aristid yon 
Wurtfler, George Gershwin, 
Tiber Serly, Camille Saint- 
Saens, Belt Bartok and 
Manuel de Fall& 
The crumble, cer, qtbg of 
Barbara PNowflm, Sandra 
BlttermamL Eva Jaslar and 
Nancy Koy, has performed 
throughout the United 
States, Canada, France, 
Germany, Switzerland, 
'Greece, Turkey, Italy, 
Spain, Poland, Holland, 
Belgium, Denmark, Norway 
and Mexico. 
of soliciting the concerns, 
ideas and criticisms of the 
people of B.C. for the 
Salmonid Enhancement 
Program (SEP). 
During its first seven-year 
phase estimated $1,50 
million a~ to expected be 
spent by the Pacific region of 
Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada to carry out these 
projects as well as further SEP is a 1520 year, multi- 
million dollar program biological research to better 
designed to multiply the understand all aspects of the 
present salmonid population salmonids' life cycles. 
Oral and written brie.fs will 
be accepted atthe meeting in 
Terrace and local 
statements will be in- 
corporated into a public 
report o he issued early in 
1979. 
involving five salmon 
species and the sea-run 
trouts back to their pre-1900 
levels through far-ranging 
sets of initiatives including 
everything from stream and 
river clearance of debris to 
give mainly clear skies and 
cool temperatures for the 
next few days. 
The cool weather will, on 
occasion, be accompanied by
brisk northerly winds, 
producing a very cold wind- 
chill effect. 
Overnight lows will be in 
the -5 to -6 degree Celsius 
range, while afternoon highs 
should be around 0 degrees 
Celsius. 
This pattern will hold at 
least through Saturday, and 
possibly Sunday as well. Is it 
possible that Old Man Winter 
:i:~:' :':::: ; ::::::::::::; " :" ":': ":':-;:; :; ; :: " :':; :: ; :; :: ::;:; :::::: :::::::::::::::::   :::: : : : : : : : :::::::  i s  :An iU~ts o. tan the  around tsn-o he  e w orn -beer? far:: 
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Canada Works this fall, it 
was announced by Iona 
Campagn01o, M.P. for 
Skcena. 
The Takla Lake Band of 
Takla Landing, B.C. will use 
this funding for various 
projects such as repairing 
rerovations to six houses. 
7his additional grant 
brings the total amount of 
federal monies in Canada 
Works Grants in Skeena to 
$3.139,678 and the number of 
projects receiving funding to 
81. 
We have a 
Sales Opportunity 
for uniquely qualified 
WELDORS! 
Y,u will I., st'lling wehlin- alloy., and equip- 
llll,nt, st'trice and ~;v/ l i , l l lS,~ Io  o lhvr  wehl.rs 
and to phmt managelllt,nt at all levels. 
If you have wphling eXpel'lance 
/ ' k and enioy dpm.nstrat ing ymir 
~'~,~1~ wehlin~ skills, we .ll't,r you . . .  
('tmqflete Iraining. 
lliglu,st quality products. 
f~  , ~alarv plus commission. 
k 
\X l~y~ / , ( 'ar  all,wan, i, & I.must,s. 
\~w.~, , .  \ l ' r ,  tech.d sah.s territory. 
"~ • "~ '~ - Call "Collect" for Interview: 
"--I~ /T ,~. l~  604.635-6302 
. . ) ~  Tues. 14th NOV. 
~. 9 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. 
Slumber Lodge, Terrace 
4702 l,akelse. L.F.E. 
EUTECTIC  ~ 
Canada L td .  -~ 
Tht. sixth iq a .~,ries of MB reports: 
l l ; re '  " bus  " • re in  mess  In  
BC. . But Playhouse and the Arts Club 
we also live 
o 
In B'C. 
A company is people. °
There's more to MB than logging 
operations, pulp and paper mills, 
building materials plants and 
packaging operations. That's the 
"hardware". But the heart of our 
company is our people. Out of 
their combined talents mad efforts 
come many benefits. The eco- 
nomic ones are obvious, ttealthy 
communities. Purchasing power. 
Taxes.  But there are other 
benefits as well. 
We're not all business. 
We don't just work in the conl- 
munities where MB operates. 
We live in them, too. And that 
means our company and our 
people care about a lot of things 
that can't be measured in money. 
Things like education. The arts. 
Sports. Health services. Charit- 
able organizations. It's a long list. 
To name only a few: 
MB commits funds each year for 
• r . a contmuing program of bur- 
saries and scholarships. And we 
donate to a wide variety of com- 
munity organizations and events. 
The Vancouver Symphony. The 
Theatres. The Vancouver Ballet 
Society. Loggers' sports in Camp- 
bell River, • Port Alberni and 
Ladysmith. The Powell River 
Tennis Club. Franklin River 
Hockey Team. Malaspina Skating 
Club. Junior Achievement of 
B.C. North Shore Light Opera. 
B.C. Wildlife Foundation. Mul- 
tiple Sclerosis Society. And 
many others. 
MB Place: 
a gift of understanding. 
Our forest information centre at 
VanDusen Garden in Vancouver 
attracts thousands of visitors 
every year. We operate it as a gift 
to the city and to the people of 
this province. We hope it will 
contribute to a better under- 
standing of.the forests- not only 
as economic assets, but also as 
sources of delight and myste~. 
The B. (3. l!'fe." we pan 
of it and proud of it~ 
Are we bragging? Maybe a little, 
We just want you to understand 
the extent of our  commitmenl  to 
this province. Our  colnl)an )' was 
born In British C~flllmbia and 
we're proud of Otll" ct)ntinuing 
involvement in it. It goes way 
beyond our ability to harvest 
trees and earn dollars. N ~  
MacMillan Bloedei 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor: 
Further to ' recent 
discussions concerning 
change in the Post Office's 
status to Crown corporation, 
I have received a letter from 
Postmaster General Gilles 
Lamontagne stating: 
"The change of Crown 
corporation status doe~ not 
remove the Post Office from 
being a government 
operation to provide service 
to meet the public interest. 
We have now entered a very 
important stage of the 
transition to a Crown cor- 
poration and that is the 
development of a draft Bill 
not only to create the Crown 
corporation but to address as 
well, albeit in broad or 
general terms, the role of the 
Post Office as a vehicle of 
service to the public. I an- 
ticipate that this will set out 
the wish of our government 
and Parliament that he Post 
Office continue to provide 
service on a reasonable basis 
to all communities in 
Canada, be they urban 
centres or in rural or remote 
areas. 
I believe that this move to 
Crown corporation will 
permit the Post Office to 
make decisions and run its 
operations in a more 
business-like manner, but I 
hasten to add, that unlike 
business, we do not see it 
measured only by net 
financial result. I wish to 
assure you that the need to 
continue a reasonable ser- 
vice to rural and remote 
areas is foremost in our 
minds. Obviously we cannot 
ensure that the means of 
providing that service will 
not change as communities 
change, but nevertheless I 
feel confident in assuring 
you that it is not our intention 
:to develop a Post Office that 
will service only the densely 
populated areas and with- 
draw access to postal service 
outside of those areas. 
Thank you for your sup- 
port of the decision to move 
to a Crown corporation and 1 
wish to say that I appreciate 
you expressing your con- 
eerus for service as you 
have, as it is also a matter of 
concernn to me." 
• I will continue my con- 
sultations with Mr. 
Lamoutagse on this matter 
of great importance to our 
area as the change to Crown 
corporation status for the 
Post Office proceeds, and 
will continue to keep you 
advised of any further 
developments. 
Yours very truly, 
lona Campagsolo, 
M.P., Skeena 
i , 
The decision to retire the 
weathershi~ Vancouver and 
Quadra on April 1, 1979, has 
been successfully reversed. 
It had been propped -- as 
part of the federal govern- 
ment's $=.5 billion spending 
cutbacks, to phase the 
wcatherships out of service 
ahead of their scheduled 1983 
retirement, and replace 
them with other means of 
weather observation. 
However, this decision was 
made before it became lear 
that appropriate satellite 
technology would not be 
developed as quickly as 
expected, and that weather 
informatio~ for B.C. would 
be reduced In accuracy. 
Once the situation became 
clear both Environment 
Minister Len Marchand and 
I raised the matter at 
Cabinet-level meetings and, 
a f te r  cons iderab le  
discussion, were successful 
in having the decision 
reversed. The estimated 
$4,400,000 saving which 
would have resulted from the 
early retirement of the 
weathershil~ will now have 
to be found through other 
program reductions in the 
Department of the En- 
v i ronment -  a process 
which is currently un- 
derway. 
When the weathershlps, 
which currently provide a 
detailed and accurate 
description of upcoming 
weather conditions for our 
provinces, are eventually 
retired, they will he replaced 
by an alternate system -- 
currently under develop- 
ment -- employing a wide- 
ranging combination of 
ocean buoys, automatic 
eensing stations, com- 
mercial vessels, ob- 
servations from aircraft, 
and a special satellite data 
receiving system. This new 
system will be as effective as 
the weatherships, and as 
satellite technology im- 
proves, the accuracy of the 
new system will be even 
greater. 
A recent international 
seminar on "wild rivers" 
may have considerable 
significance for nor- 
thwestern B.C. at the 
aeminar, sponsored by 
Parks Canada, Indian and 
Northern Affairs Minister 
Hugh Faulkner proposed the 
ostabllslunent of a "heritage 
river system" to preserve 
. . . .  . . . .  ,,~. [.~A ~.,~.'.~;~ .  ~,~ .~-.~. : ............... : .. .. .................. .:: 
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"And how do I know you're not a French spy?" 
ALBERTA MINISTER SA,Y  
Oil ownership balanced 
EDMONTO (CP) -- Don 
Getty, Alberta energy 
minister, says fo r~ 
ownership of the provinc~J~ 
oil companies is properly 
balanced by goverume~.$t 
controls. '" 
.~here  is a dramatic 
tYdl~nce through our control 
ownership in the early 1970s, 
it has attracted little 
publicity recently, even in 
political circles. 
But in light of recent skir- 
mishes between the federal 
government and Alberta 
over proposed constitutional 
cha.s 6'z2pt7ome an issue. 
measures," Getty said in a Lougheed insists Alberta's 
recent interview. \ control over its resources is 
Getty, a former oil con-F/threatened by possible 
sultant, is the official changes tothe British North 
overseer of the province's 
multi-billion-dollar 
petroleum industry. 
Of 22 approved purchasers 
of Alberta petroleum--the 
only companies allowed by 
provincial law to buy and 
export . ,  the province's 
crude,all but two are either 
controlled or owned by 
American, Dutch, French or from Ot tawa 
ioua Campagnolo, M.P. British energy 
conglomerates. 
Three of the companies 
for future generations tem from Europe and most 
elements of the river of the foreign firms or their 
systems that have played 
such an important role in the 
development ofour country. 
Mr. Faulkner defined a 
heritage river as "a river or 
segment of a river whose 
natural flow has been left 
unaltered by man", and 
subsidiaries also extract 
much of the province's 
tremendous petroleum 
reserves. 
It's no small point, Getty 
admits. 
He and other key members 
of Premier Peter Lougheed's 
Progressive Conservative 
stated that "such rivers are government insist, despite 
part of Canada's heritage opposition parties' claims to 
equal in importance to the contrary, that the 
Jasper National Park and 
the Fortress of Louisbourg". 
The importance of this 
concept is clear from our 
area, where we are in such 
close contact with a number 
of what are dearly heritage 
rivers, and wh~e there is so 
much concern over their 
future use. Issues uch as the 
proposed Kemano II dam 
and its effect on the Buikley 
River system, and the 
possible dammthg of the 
Stikine and Iskut Rivers by 
B.C. Hydro would clearly be 
affected by the intrqduction 
of a heritage river system. 
Such a system would 
clearly require co-operation 
from provincial govern- 
ments although, as Mr. 
Faulkner has suggested, it is 
net important which level of 
government is responsible 
for administering individual 
heritage rivers in a national 
system. Consultations with 
provincial governments has 
already begun, and ! am 
advised that, as a concept, 
the heritage river proposal 
was supported practically 
without exception. The one 
province which expressed 
reservations was B,C., and it 
was not opposed; rather the 
province just wanted to see 
more work done on the idea 
before it made up its mind. 
I feel strongly that a 
heritage river system will be 
a valuable tool for those 
concerned about the future 
development of our area's 
river systems to use in 
gaining a greater say in 
decisions in this regard, and 
will continue to support Mr. 
Faulkner in his initiative. If 
you support he idea of a 
heritage river system, 
please do not hesitate to 
express this support to me, 
and also to Indian and 
Northern Affairs Minister 
Faulkner and B.C. Parks 
and Recreation Minister 
Sam Bawlf. 
Alberta government has 
retained control if not im- 
mediate ownership of the in- 
dustry. 
Grant Notley, however, 
leader of the province's New 
Democratic Party, bluntly 
puts what he says is the 
case: "It's control by large 
international companies- 
they write the ticket." 
Although much attentiou 
was paid to resource 
America Act, Canada's basic 
charter. 
In a speech last week 
during the legislature's fall 
sitting, Lougheed said that 
without const i tu t iona  
safeguards it= !.~as entirely 
possible othe~r~ ~inces  or 
Ottawa migfft"na'~i6iialize AI- 
herta's oil industry. 
The NDP, however, says 
the government is acting 
more to protect American 
corporations than the in- 
terests of Albertans.' 
And although the Social 
Credit opposition opposes 
certain aspects of the 
government's strategy, it 
was that party under former 
Premier Ernest Manning 
which established many of 
the ground rules for oil firms 
in the province. 
When Getty speaks of 
controls he also mentions 
with apparent impatience 
one of the reasons for 
American dominance. East- 
ern Canadian capitalists, in 
oil's formative years, were 
less than enthusiastic to 
law:st in an industry they 
knew nothing aixmt. 
"1 went to Bay Street, `• he 
said. "Tlley said they knew 
mining, nothing about oil. 
You couldn't get an 
Easterner {0 spend money 
out here." 
Ironically, the Con- 
servative 
successfully mounted its 1975 
election campaign 
promising protection of. the 
oil industry from eastern in- 
terests represented by the 
federal  government .  
Lougbeed hopes also to win 
the next election on the same 
government petrochemical plant just 
comvleted 
Alberta Gas Trunk Lines, 
however, has changed since 
its creation in the early days 
of Canadian oil development. 
It wad first sold o~.the~ol~h 
marl~e[ :I~ J~,,er'~ns,~ut 
now 0h~f~'~lighfly'~ore t'fian 
is.sue. 20 per cent of the firm's 
The control which Getty preferred and common A 
speaks of, and which N otley shares are held by Alber- 
claims is insufficient, I~ di- tans. 
rected through two areas: Companies holding a 
legislation and limited in- healthy chunk of the Class B 
volvement in the industry, common votingstock include 
Oil is extracted under Gulf Oil Canada Ltd., 
supervision of the Energy Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas 
Resources Conservation Ltd. and Shell Canada Ltd., 
Board and the Alberta all owned by Amer ican 
Pet ro leum Mark.et~ng* eorpo~tiom.~"" ~- .~ ~r~-~ 
Commission. The g0~/~n :~" ' : l~o|le~y,~-h;~'~s'~pT~ ~ 
ment levies a royalty of 40 ince's oil conservation 
per cent of production and, legislation might flounder 
through oil conservation after recent Supreme Court 
legislation, controls the of Canada decisions on 
production rate. Saskatchewan resource 
Combined leases and control, also questions the 
royalties after deduction of degree of public control 
exploration and drilling gained over resources 
incentives yielded 53 per through AEC and Alberta 
cent of last year's $4.3 billion Gas Trunk. 
budget. He says AEC should he 
As well, the Alberta made a Crown corporation 
Energy Co. Ltd. (AEC), a and thus answerable to the 
publiclytraded company legislature. 
with extensive interests in As well, the New 
oil, coal, natural gas and Democratic Party leader 
utilities, is 50 per cent owned espouses direct involvement 
by the provincial govern- by the three-year.old firm in 
ment. 
AEC and Alberta Gas 
Trunk Lines Ltd., which was 
created in 1954 by an act of 
former premier Manning's 
Social Credit government 
and which has four directors 
appointed by the gov- 
ernment, are partners with 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. and 
private oil development. 
**The government has 
technical jurisidiction but 
the action is dominated by 
large multi-national com- 
panies." 
Getty, however, chooses a
more conservative plan and 
points to the tremendous 
wealth derived from private 
Dow Chemicals Ltd., both production, saying too- 
United States controlled s t r ingent  goyernment  
firms, in a 400-mile thane control and intervention 
gathering system and would dampen investment. 
Tory proposal 
said to be 
/ .  O • • " i alScrlmlnatory 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CPi 
- -  A senior federal official 
said today Progressive 
Conservative proposals to 
allow a tax deduction of 
mortgage• interest pay. 
ments, is •discriminatory 
and would result in a 
heavy drain on govern- 
ment revenues. 
Robert Adamson, vice• 
president, policy, at 
Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corp, (CMHC), 
said the proposal would 
benefit most those home. 
owners with the highest 
income and highest 
mortgages while 
homeowners with no 
mortage or persons who 
rent would not benefit at 
all. 
Adamson said the idea 
is based on the fallacy 
that persons renting 
accommodation now 
indirectly benefit from 
similar tax deductions 
allowed to landlords. 
from income the interest 
on a mortgageup to $5,000 
annually. It also would 
allow deduction of 
property tax payments up 
to $1,000. 
Adamson said com- 
puter projections had 
shown the proposal would 
stimulate demand for 
housing. But the cost to 
the government i  lost tax 
revenue would not be 
offset by the increases in 
revenue this new 
economic activity would 
generate. 
This would  force 
gover=unent to raise taxes 
in other areas, cut ex- 
penditures from other 
programs or have higher 
annual deficits. 
Adamson, who was 
speaking at a conference 
on housing at ' the 
University of Windsor, 
said it was rare that a 
publi.~ servant would 
enter'a partisan political 
deba~e:.. ~* "The-reverse is the 
case," heYsaid; : : ~ The'~ p~oposal already. 
Landlords.-oniy. made, has '6een attacked by 
these .deductio~s.from4be. prime Minister Trudeau 
income, they,~ .received., in 
rent and this rent was 
paid by their tenants. 
• . Homeowners on the 
other hand are realizing a
financial benefit from 
owning a home in terms 
of rising values and in. 
creased equity on which 
they pay no tax, he said. 
"Landlord rental in. 
come serves as a net 
source of tax revenue," 
he said. "The tax system 
on this account dis• 
criminates against 
tenants, not against 
homeowners," 
The proposal unveiled 
by Conservative Leader. 
Joe Clark would allow a 
homeowner to deduct 
fiCQ/'t/tll 
as costly and unfair. 
Adamson said he was 
explaining why both 
Liberal and Conservative 
governments in the 
country have resisted the 
idea ' of  mortgage 
deductablity from income 
in the past. 
"It is an idea whose 
appeal is strengthened in ' 
a time of high unem- 
ployment," he said. 
There would be im- 
mediate job creation 
because of increased 
demand for housing, but 
Adamson said the same 
effect could be achieved 
by applying the idea only 
to new housing con- 
struction. 
~t  o~o , i  . . . . . . .  * u , . .  ~,.o 
"1 was  c lean ing  i l l "  
".4~by" walching all/hose husel~ull, foolhu/i und hocke.r games, his o'es fimdlr sei-ed up ,'u!ching Dpl/.l' Par/on." 
Workshop .planned 
The Northwest Regim 
Outreach Committee of the 
Emily Cart College of Art 
held its inaugural meeting on 
Haida 
artist 
honored 
An Indian carver whose 
work earned international 
recognillon for Haida art 
was honored by the 
Government of Canada t a 
ceremony in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands on 
Saturday. 
A number of guests at- 
tended a Parks Canada 
atl~a~d unvelling ceremony 
Masset to honor the 
work of Cberlie Edenshaw, 
who died in 1924 at the age of 
85. 
Edenshaw, whose Haida 
name was Tahayrsn, was 
born ,in Skidegate. He 
became the leading Haida 
carver d his time after being 
taught carving skills by his 
uncle. The plaque says he 
translated his wood-carving 
skills into "bril l iant ar- 
tistry", and he extended 
those skills into argfllite and 
silver. His work is 
#~mrsemted in many North 
erlean museums. 
The plaque will be at- 
lacked to the wall of a new 
Ioughouse, which was named 
on Nov. 3 at an  Indian 
ceremony. The $50,000 
loughouse has been 
decorated with a 35-feet long, 
IT-feet tall wood 'sculpture 
designed and carved by 
llaida Robert Davidson, a 
grant-grandeon of Edemhaw 
Whose work follows his 
famed relative's tyle. The 
sculpture on the longhouse 
faces Masset inlet. Done in 
red cedar, it was taken from 
an Edemhaw design. The 
~aditional Ionghouse will at 
times be occupied by 
younger Indidns whose 
carving skills will he honed 
heTe by Haida craftsmen. 
Drivers 
go back 
school 
!l.~¢al ambulance drivers 
are going to school on 
weekends to upgrade their 
skills. 
Randy Wonlley is in 
Terrace from Kamloops and 
is running weekend classes 
for the nine ambulance 
personnel in this area. 
Woolley said the course 
involved 80 hours. Of that 
Ume, half will he spent on 
driving and half on the at- 
tendant program. The at- 
tendant program involves 
such aspects as the handling 
and care of patients. Also 
pert of this half of the course 
are obstetrics, the treatment 
of burns and general first 
aid. One part of the driving 
segment of the course has 
the drivers riding as patients 
in the ambulapce to give 
them the feeling of motion as 
experienced by their 
peasengem. 
The course, Wonlley said, 
is the basic ambulance 
course. It runs over four 
wcekende. It is one step 
above, and more extensive 
flum, the industrial first aid 
cotlrse. 
This course, which is being 
held at the fire hail, is run by 
Emergency Health Services, 
which operates the am- 
bulance services in the 
wovince. 
This will 
puzzle you 
OTTAWA (CP( - -  Rbger 
Verreanlt and Paul Lacroix 
at Ottawa have created the 
c r~word  puzzler's dream, 
It 's a crossword puzzle 
containing 6,-4Z'/clucs--3,198 
across and 3,229 down. 
The average newspaper 
crosswordcontains about 150 " 
clues. 
Yerrea~t and Lacroix's 
is five feet square and 
f ibre it would take one 
m" two months to solve it. 
The pair, both 25, are 
government clerks and each 
has been solving one 
crossword puzzle a day for 
the last six years. 
In creating the giant 
puzzle they hoped to set the 
record for the world's 
largest crossword. But they 
were edged Out by a Belgian 
WlM) already had produced a 
puzzle with mot~ than 7,000 
entries. 
At present, Verreault and 
Lacroix are searching for a 
publisher who will print their 
creation in poster form. 
Terrace recently, The 
Outreach Committee has 
been formed by the Emily 
Carr College of Art to advise 
the college on visual art. 
needs that might be met by 
the art college in the nor- 
thweet region. 
Plans are now underway to 
hold a series of workshops in 
the northwest region in mid 
February. Workshops in 
wood and clay sculpture, 
photography and painting 
will be held during a one 
week period in  the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, Prince 
Rupert, Terrace, Aiyansh, 
Kitimat and Smitbers. Plans 
are also underway to offer 
children's workshops in a 
number of schools. 
The northwest region has 
been designated asone of six 
regions in the province 
which will receive art 
programs through the Emily 
Carr College of Art. The one 
week blitz ofprograms in 
February will be followed by 
a full art program beginning 
in the fall of 1978. 
The Outreach Committee 
includes Adrian Guns, 
Kitlmat Community Arts 
Council; Stefan Cieslik, 
President of the Northwest 
Regional Arts Council; 
Vivian Antonlw,. Mt. 
Elizabeth Sccondsry'Schoul, 
KitLmat; Eve Hope, Nor- 
thweat National Exhibition 
Centre, Hazelton; M.J.  
Patterson, Muse i:,; ol 
NoruJern Brttish ~.oiamhia 
and Art Gallery of Prince 
Rupert; Marjorie Then, 
• Smithers Art Gallery 
Association; Jan MacLeod, 
artist and member of the 
B.C. Arts Board; Pauline 
Best, Artist; Polly Sargent, 
member of the Board of the 
Emily Carr College of Art, 
'Ksun; Kathy Pick, artist 
and ewordinator of Com- 
munity Education Services, 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Staff from the Northwest 
Community College in- 
eluding Val George, Don 
Castleden, Director of 
Continuing Education; Gary 
Karlsen, co-ordinator of 
Distance Education and 
Maureen Bostock, in. 
structor, are also actively 
involved on the Outreach 
Committee. 
The Northwest Com. 
rnunity College, in con- 
junction with the Outreach 
Art Program, is currecntly 
offering credit courses in 
design and painting in 
Kitimat, and will shortly 
offer a credit course in 
graphic design in Terrace. In 
addition, a course in painting 
will be offered if sufficient 
interest is shown. The 
Outreach Program will be 
coordinated in each centre 
by Northwest College 
Community Education 
Services. 
, . ! 
• LEONID BREZHNEV 
Kremlin leader admits 
to past bad health 
Soviet ' leader  Leonid 
Brezlmev has revealed 
that he suffered two mild 
heart attacks in the mid- 
1950s. 
Brezhnev, 71, makes 
the disclosure in an 
autobiographical account 
published in Moscow this 
week oi ais two years as a. 
Communist Party chief 
supervising the opening 
up of the "virgin lands" of 
Kazakhstan from 1954-56. 
Although it has been 
widely assumed that the 
Kremlin chief, now beth 
president and party 
general secretary, had 
experienced heart 
problems, this was the 
first time it had been 
officially confirmed. 
Brezhoevl who has 
looked tired and drawn on 
his most recent public 
appearances, including 
this week's Red Square 
revolution anniversary 
parade, recalls that he 
was constantly on the 
mo.ve seeking to ensure a 
good grain harvest in 
Kazakhstan's newly 
cultivated lands, sleeping 
only fitfully and eating 
wherever he could. 
"Then once, in 
Tselinograd (main town 
of the area), I suddenly 
felt ill," he writes. "When 
I came round, 1 was on a 
stretcher. 
"Already once before 
that I had been taken 
from zemipalatin~, to 
A]ma-'Ata (the Kazakh 
capital) with a mik; heart 
attack. 
" I  had to lay up at 
home, fighting off the 
doctors who wanted to 
shut me away in hospital. 
I used to tell them jok- 
ingly: 'If 1 let you take 
me, I'll end up worse.' 
"The main thing was 
there was no time to be ill. 
The virgin lands had piled 
up a lot of new work and 
problems--all difficult, 
some complicated and all 
demanding immediate 
attention." 
The Brezhnev account, 
his third volume of 
memoirs which have 
earlier covered his war- 
time experiences and his 
role in rebuilding 
Ukrainian industry after 
1945, first appeared on 
Tuesday in the literary 
monthly Novy Mir (New 
Aorld). 
The account gave no in- 
dication whether 
Brezhoev had suffered 
heart problems in recent 
years, although there has 
been frequent foreign 
speculation that his 
health as not been good. 
In July 1968 he suffered 
what was believed at the 
time to be a heart attack 
during heated iscussions 
with then Prague leader 
Alexander Dubcek at the 
Czeehoslavak.Soviet 
border town of Cierna- 
Nad-Tisou. 
Soviet-led Warsaw pact 
forces invaded 
Czechoslovakia three 
weeks later. 
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Detective claims 
conspiracy boast 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A American was jailed in 
former London police in- London. Ray was arrested 
specter testified today that 
James Earl Ray boasted in 
rambling jailhouse con- 
versations ofparticipating in
a conspiracy to assassinate 
civil fights leader Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
Alexander Eist told the 
House of Representatives 
assassinations committee 
that Ray repeatedly ex- 
pressed hatred against black 
people and said he might 
"get into Africa at some 
stage to kill some more." 
However, Ray never gave 
him a clear account of King's 
assassination a d never de. 
scribed his own part any fur- 
ther than throwing the rifle 
away after King was shot, 
Eist testified. 
"Ray never eally told me 
he pulled the trigger or 
anything like that," Eist 
said. "But he stated he threw 
the gun away." 
Eist was the lead-off 
witness as the committee 
began a month-long series of 
public hearings into the 
slaying of King in Memphis, 
Tenn., on April 4, 1968. 
Eist, who now operates a
pub in Cambridge, England, 
has told committee in- 
vestigators he was assigned 
to guard Ray while the 
there in June 1968 and later 
was returm~d to Memphis 
where he pleaded guilty to 
killing King, He was sen- 
tenced to 99 years in prison. 
Ray later recanted the 
confession and repeated his 
claims of innocence in 
testimony to the committee 
last August. 
Describing his jail talks 
with Ray, Eist told com- 
mittee investigators, "There 
isn't any doubt from the 
conversation that he told me 
that he was admitting to me 
that he had done the mur- 
der." 
"He was telling me that for 
him tohave shot a black man 
of note in certain parts of 
America would make him 
into a national hero." 
Ray's lawyer, Mark Lane, 
has attacked Eist's 
credibility and denounced 
him as corrupt and "a 
disgrace to the England 
police force." 
Eist was charged in 1976 
with two counts of con- 
spiracy" in connection with 
jewel robberies and was 
found innocent. 
He retired in 1976 at the 
rank of detective chief in- 
specter after 28 years on the 
Scotland Yard force. 
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Journey to 
Adventure 
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News 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Animal 
World 
Wild 
Kingdom 
iGong 
Show 
C.H.i.P.S. 
'The 
Grudge' 
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The Massacre' 
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Excnange skills 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Skills Exchange is all about 
teaching and learning. But it 
has absolutely nothing to do 
with school. 
School suggests grades 
and examinations. School by 
its very nature denotes a 
classroom setting. 
School also expects its 
teachers to play a certain 
role; and they in turn expect 
students to be committed, 
appreciative and devoted. 
Norman Ringei, adminis- 
trative director of Skills Ex- 
change, said that since it 
started one year ago, 8,000 
students have tasted new 
learning experiences without 
biting off more than they 
could chew. 
"The feeling was that 'the 
existing educational system 
was not fulfilling the needs of 
everyone in that courses 
were intimidating and the 
institutions large," said 
Ringel. 
"Webegan because we felt 
that plenty of learning could 
take place outside the credit 
framework." 
School is fine for students 
with specific goals, Ringel 
said. But there are plenty of 
working people who want to 
expand their learning or 
explore outside interests but 
who don't have 20 weeks to 
devote to one particular 
learning theme. 
Skills Exchange students, 
says Ringel, "are people who 
try to fulfil their dreams, or 
eliminate them. 
"Our courses allow them 
to take a bite, then deter- 
mine if they want to con- 
tinue." 
At Skills Exchange anyone 
can take anything. For ex- 
ample, he said, a 90-year-old 
grandmother interested in 
her future took astrology; a
psychiatrist left his couch to 
enter the world of cake 
baking and a 12.year-old 
traded4ds hockey games for 
photography dark room 
techniques. 
Ringel said that anyone 
can teach too, provided they 
can offer a course o~ interest 
and can demonstrate heir 
proficiency. ' 
Teachers can take unfilled 
courses for free; hence the 
term Skills Exchange, a 
crosspoilination of ideas 
between students and 
teachers. 
It also has succeeded in 
demystifying education by 
eliminating the usual 
bureaucracy. 
Signing up for a course is 
so simple it requires only 
mailing in a pre-stamped, 
pre-addressed registration 
form in catalogues available 
in Toronto libraries and 
shops. 
And if a student attends 
one class then decides it is 
not what he expected, the 
Skills Exchange offers a 
refund less $5 or a full credit 
refund. 
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(outboard UOLMAR 
motor;) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mort. • Sat. 8.t 
Dealer Licence 4946 Greig Number O20,3A 636-6929 
KITCHEN CABINETS• MOU Lt:ED VANITIEScouNTERTO;S INSTALLATION• 
K., wooo 
BRAD REESE ~ I ~ E N  
AREA ,,NAGE, - - iK  ABINETS 
369 • 5TH AVENUE . ~ l b  . . . . . . .
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V '2L '3K5 .... (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. 564 .148B 
RES 562 .2281 FREE EST IMATES 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
~ e  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON.. SAT. 8 a.m. - S p.m. 
4900 Graham 635-4543 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
, . .  . . . . . .  = .  . . . .  SERVICES 
24 HDUR SERVICE  
4603-0 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK J .Y.  PAUL 
PHONE 635.5683 PHONE 635.9252 
o -ov~.p'~¢~ °°'°~ee4 r~ve 
ICBC AUTO 
.Insurance 
4617 Gre,g 635-5232 
m t ~  
Ready-Mix 6364936 
CONCRETE ,,. .w 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD. 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rock 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This SpaDe Is Resened 
For Your Ad. 
Yellowhead ~.~urit i~J  ~StentS LM.  
PRIVAtl INt. 151IGAfOR 
4b35 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 1604! 635.3863 
VgG 3N5 OR (604) 635.3861 
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies • 
Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops • 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
I 
q 
VISITORS 
WELCOME ORDE RD. 
HALLIwELL 
Call us at 63§-63§7 9 to § 
I *  ~ s :  i " ~ 
FOR ALBERTA FARMER 
Coyotes pose a, problem 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  A 
new joke is making the 
rounds of Alberta's coyote. 
wary sheep farmers. 
With the average price of 
yote pelts pushing ~5 and 
e government starting to 
tighten up limits on hunting 
the doglike animals, perhaps 
farmers, should abandon 
their lambsand start raising 
cute little coyote pups, the 
story goes. 
Like jokes about rain in 
dry years, the humor is not 
appreciated. 
Coyotes are probably the 
worst problem faced by 
Alberta sheep farmers, said 
Don Scheer, supervisor for 
sheep in the provincial 
agriculture department's 
livestock branch. 
Alberta's sheep flock in- 
eludes an estimated leO,O00 
ewes, tying it with the On- 
tario flock as the largest in 
the country and offering 
many opportunities for quick 
meals to the province's 
thriving coyote population. 
~../"Faj~mers will lose 
Sometimes 10 to 20 per cent 
started running livestock in 
Alberta, it's been them 
against the coyote. Grain 
farmers are another mat- 
ter--they benefit from the 
coyotes' taste for small 
rodents which would 
otherwise at grain. 
Coyotes risk their lives 
every day, running from 
poison, trapping and 
unrestricted hunting. 
Known as a wily animal, 
the coyotes nevertheless are 
caught in thousands every 
year. 
P rov inc ia l  o f f i c ia l s  
estimate the coyote 
population fluctuates from a 
mid.winter low of 60,000 to at 
least double that following 
the birth of their litters. 
Other estimates range as 
high as 250,000. 
The coyote harvest has 
averaged 22,000 animals for 
each of the last 10 years, said 
John Gunsen, problem 
wildlife biologist for the 
recreation, parks and 
wildlife department. 
He said the number'.was 
closing in on the 36,000 mark 
of their lamb crop, and seven which wildlife officials feel is 
lambs lest in a night; is. not the largest harvest the 
Lmpasaible," Scheer ~I,~aid.. coyotes can sustdiqi each 
Worst losses occur i~!~ate/Year, and that wall why 
winter when coyotes 'have hdnting ' Controm were 
trouble filling up on their tightened ul) this fall. 
usual prey, small rodents. Farmers with coyote prob- 
i~"Eve~' since . .fp~mt( ers lems are still ableto shoot 
them year-round, but for 
others, the old.September-to. 
May season has been 
shortened to last from Nov. t 
to F,b 28. In addition, 
hunters who use hounds now 
need a special permit. 
The government regulated 
the hunt partly because 
coyotes have become a $1.5- 
• miillon-ayear industry, and 
partly because of protests 
from groups like Coyote 
Concern. 
"We think the 'coyote 
should be safely installed in 
the wildlife department so it 
is protected by the same 
regulations as other big- 
game animals," says Gilllan 
Seaton, president of Coyote 
Concern. 
Calgary fur trader Stan 
Benders relies heavily on 
coyote pelts and said he 
doesn't think much of Coyote 
Concern's goals or what be 
describes as' their methods. 
"We hunt deer, we hunt 
ducks, we hunt pheasants, 
we hunt all the prey 
pecies--but if you shoot a 
predator like the coyote 
you're a ... you know. 
Henders has written let- 
ters to small-town 
newspapers accusing Mrs. 
Seaton of "harassing and 
even insulting my farm 
customers in person," 
But there are indications 
that official attitudes toward 
coyotes are changing and 
moves like the regulation of 
hunting are here to stay. 
"My personal feeling is 
that, in terms of attitudes, it
is high time the coyote was 
treated as a valuable fur- 
bearing animal, instead of 
simply as a predator;" said 
Arlen Todd, fur biologist 
with the recreation, parks 
and wildlife department. 
"Coyotes obviously do far 
more good than harm. You 
can compare a $40,000 an- 
nual loss (the sum the 
go.vernment pays farmers 
for the less of livestock to 
coyotes) with the $1 million 
annually taken in furs." 
There are also differences 
of opinion about how much 
individual farmers can do to 
prevent predation by 
coyotes, including the use of 
poison. The agriculture 
department issues about 500 
licences a year to farmers 
who want to poison coyotes, 
but some wildlife spokesmen 
condemn poisoning as un- 
necessarily cruel and in- 
discriminate. 
There is little concern, 
however, about the im- 
mediate survival of the 
coyote in Alberta. 
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ALMOST LIKE 
IN  THE MO VIE 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Two 
months ago today Nicole 
Suitor, a mother of three, 
was put to sleep before a 
minor gynecological 
operation at this city's 
Riverside Hospital. 
She never woke up. 
A hospital spokesman 
said Mrs. Suiter's heart 
stopped while she was on 
the operating table-- 
something that happens 
i in one of every 10,000 
cases .  
The spokesman said 
she was revived seconds 
later, but the oxygen 
supply to her brain had 
been cut off long enough 
to severely damage itand 
she will never regain 
consciousness "unless 
you believe in miracles." 
"I'm not a religious 
man but every night I sit 
beside her, rub her hands 
and pray--that's all I 
have left," said her 
husband Larry. "They 
tell me she can't hear me, 
I talk to her and .I think 
she understands ome- 
times." 
He now is unemployed 
and under a doctor's care 
for a nervous condition 
caused by the months of 
anguish. Their three 
young children are being 
cared for by Nicol's 
parents. 
"She was nervous about 
the operation," he said. 
"She never had one 
before, except he babies 
... you know, it's' funny, 
she would take a Bufferin 
and that would knock her 
out ... she was scared to 
be put to sleep." 
The Herald, Friday, November 10, 1978, Page ? 
Nova Scotians 
deeper in debt 
in rising bankruptcy 
HALIDAB (CP) -- statistics and in more people 
Provincial Consumer Affairs turning to the consumer 
Minister Bruce Cochren says affairs department to help 
Nova Scotinns are more them out of finsnclal trouble. 
debt-ridden than other The department operates a 
Canadians. debt.consolidation service 
The average Nova Scotian known as the Orderly 
family owes about $5,200, not Payment of Debt Program. 
inc lud ing  mor tgage  It arranges for over- 
payments, he said. The committed ebtors to con- 
Canadian average is '$4,500. solidate their debts and then 
"We are living in an age of to repay them over an ex- 
high expectations and easy tended period of time. 
credit, a dangerous corn- The program protectseon- 
bination. The statistics how sumers from foreclosures, 
we don't handle either very provided they adhere strictly 
well." to budgets worked out with a 
• Cecheen said consumer consumer counsellor from 
credit in Canada has tripled the department. 
over the last 10 years. The About 740 Nova Scotlan 
increase was  especially families are using the 
disturbing in Nova Scotia, program to help them pay off 
where debt is above average debts totalling just over 
a=/d incomes below average. $smillion. 
Consumers in Nova Scotia The average Nova Scotian 
currently owe close to debtor is 34 years old, has a 
$1.25billion, he said. net income of $4,200 a year 
The consequences of this and owes $7,000 to six 
large debt load are reflected creditors, statistics show. 
Salmonid Enhancement Update '78 
Two years ago, members of the Salmonid Enhancement Program of the Federal De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans, visited your community to hear your concerns and 
your opinions on the proposed Federal/Provincial Salmonid Enhancement Program, 
In response t~your request that they return to report on the hearings of '76, the 
Salmonid Enhancement team is coming back to outline to you what i t~(~ and has 
not, done regaialngyour concerns. We also want more input.__ ,~(~' ,uwant  
Salmonid Enhancement o do now? How? When? Where? Why7 
The meeting will startat 7:30 p.m. and is divided into two "~k~l~,  
PART 1. A PROGRESS REPORT , ~  
What has been done._,t,~as ° .~@'-., the 1976 meeting? 
PART 2. WHAT'S NEXT~ "~"  
b 
f Where shou;.~l~ .,id Enhancement go from here? 
Each persbn or organizat~-'.~k- ~ .~e 10 minutes in which to present a written or 
oral brief outlining th~,~-~,ns  and/or recommendations. Longer written sub- 
missions will be acc•; X~ .o January 12, 1979 and may be mailed to: 
! • 
,t.ILo.G~.~__ onid Enhancement Program 
,sheries & Oceans Canada 
Y 1090 West Pender Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2P1 
Each meeting will be fully recorded and a report published in 1979. 
Join Salmonid Enhancement Tuesday evening, Noveml)cr 14, 19711 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Place: Caledonia High School 
Government of Canada 
Fisheries and Oceans (Pacific Region) 
Sahnonid Enhancement Program 
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~l l  K ING 
(NBC)  
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Alive 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
~U~'~S 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
World 
Ceat'd. 
Ceat'd. 
Movie 
'The 
lives of 
Jenny 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Carol 
Bornett 
News 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
ScattJe 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares  
Little House 
On Prairie 
Cont'd. 
Ceat'd. 
LNi~ t
[At Movies 
'Betrayal' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Contd, 
News 
Cont'd, 
Tonight 
Show 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CFTK 
leer.) 
Canadian 
SchooLs 
Mister 
Dressup 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
)Webster 
Cont'd. 
What's 
Cooking 
Sesame [ Mad 
Street iDash 
Cont'd. l Definition 
Cont'd. Contd. 
N~P". I Noon 
Bob Switzer ~ News 
Search for m Movie 
Tomorrow "Matinee 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Edge of 
Night 
Canadian 
Authors 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
The 
Roman 
Empire' 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Hamel 
Show 
Cont'd. 
F l in ta ton~ t ~ '  
Cont'd. t Is Right 
Carol I Cont'd. 
B rn : Contd. 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
HounD]ass 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Welcome Back 
Kotter 
E. Capra 
Mysteries 
Cont'd. 
C o n t ' d ~  
WKRP in 
Cincinnati 
M.A.S.H. 
Contd. 
Super 
Special 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
~s'g~'F'--'--'-'- 
Magazine 
Man 
Alive 
National 
Night 
Final 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Six 
Million 
Dollar 
Man 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Country ! 
The 
Wa]tons 
'The 
Illusion' 
To Be 
Announced 
Vegas 
Cont'd. 
ConS'd. 
Contd. 
Lou 
Grant 
Show 
Contd, 
c rv  
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'Opposite 
Sex' 
." KCTS 
(PBS) 
m ~  
Electric 
Company 
M for Musie 
Jackson Jr. H. 
Write On 
Wordsmith 
About You 
Survival Econ~ 
Explorers Unltd. 
Truly 
American 
Music Place 
Book Look 
Nat. Science 
Measure Up 
Making Music 
Art Starts 
Freestyle 
Cont'd. 
Over 
Easy 
Survival 
Kit 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
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Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Growing 
Years 
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNeil 
l.,ehrer 
Battle 
Line 
Seattle . 
Youth 
Symphony 
Contd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Contd. 
Movie 
'The 
Foreman 
Went 
To France' 
Cont'd. 
Congress. 
Outlook 
The 
Rockford 
Files 
Cont'd. 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Avenue 635-6676 
Store Hours: Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-6:30pnm. 
Fdde! h.m.-Op.m. 
Watch what they do to your shirt 
Notice of Poll 
District of Terrace 
Public Notice is hereby given to the electors of the Municipality 
aforesaid that a poll has become necessary at the election now 
pending, and that I have granted such poll, and further, that the 
persons duly nominated as candidates at the said election, for whom 
only votes will be received, are: 
FOR ALDERMAN 
SURNAME OTHER NAMES OFF ICE  TERM RESID.  ADDRESS OCCUPATION 
Clarkson Marguerite Alderman 1979-1980 4519 Programme 
Thirese Scott Avenue Administrator 
Cooper Robert (Bob Alderman 1979.1980 4923 Contractor 
Tweclle Avenue 
Farkvam Lil Alderman 1979.1980 4913 College 
Galr Avenue Instructor 
Hatton Jaunita Lorraine Alderman 1979.1980 3401B Employment 
Kalum Street Agency 
Co-ordinator 
Johnston Paul Thomas Alderman 1979.1980 1-4625 Constroction 
Graham Avenue Worker 
Jo l l i f fe  Vic Alderman 1979.1980 4623 Alderman 
Hillcrest Avenue 
Nielsen Lily Marie Alderman 1979.1980 3734 Oomestic 
Sparks Street Engineer 
Pease David " Alderman 1979.'1980 4826 Accountant 
Halliwell Avenue 
Purschke AI Alderman 1979.1980 4939 Merchant 
Park Avenue 
Such poll will be held at the Clarence Michiel Elementary School 
Gymnasium, 3430 Sparks Street, Terrace, British Columbia, on 
Saturday, November 18th, 1978, between the hours of 8 o'clock in the 
forenoon and 8 o'clock in the afternoon. 
Advance polls will be held at the District of Terrace Municipal 
Building, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the 
hours of 9 o'clock in the forenoon and 8 o'clock in the afternoon, on 
Monday, November 13th, 1978, and at Mills Memorial Hospital, 2711 
Tetrault Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the hours of 4 
o'clock in the ~fternoon and 6 o'clock in the afternoon, on Friday, 
November 17th, 1978, of which every person is hereby required to 
take notice and govern himself accordingly. 
Given under my hand this 30th day of October, 1978. 
Murdo Macdonald 
Returning Officer 
MANCHESTER, England 
(CP) -- Bachelors who want 
to retain their single status 
should be wary of girls who 
offer to wash and iron their 
shirts, press their pants or 
adjust heir collars and ties 
in public. 
This sartorial concern is 
one of the "seven deadly 
signs" that the girl has 
marriage on her mind, says 
one leading shirt and tie 
manufacturer here. 
"A woman's attitude to a 
man's clothes can tell him a 
great deal about her feelings 
toward him," the 
manufacturer says. "She 
starts by brushing away 
imaginary specks of duet 
from his coat lapels--the 
first approach in touching 
and controlling. 
"Adjusting his collar and 
tie is part of the next 
strategy in gaining eeatrol. 
By the time she is offering to 
sew on missing shirt buttons, 
things are getting really 
dangerous. 
"Washing and ironing a 
man's shirt expresses her 
desire to became an integral 
part of his life, damon- 
strating to the world that she 
has control over his ap 
pearance and therefore his 
SUCCesS." 
By the time she starts 
buying shirts and ties it is too 
late for the bachelor to 
escape--the air is thick with 
betrothal and marriage, the 
manufacturer says. 
"Women have 
traditionally hated the sweat 
and strain of washing and 
ironing, yet they, as one of 
the main purchasing agents 
for men's shins, have vk- 
tu~y rejected the 'drip.dry' 
non-iron shirt in favor of the 
cotton mixtures," he says. 
But a middle-aged woman 
from Vancouver hotly 
rejects the manufacturer's 
theories. 
"This is part of the 
Engl ishman's inherent 
conceit that every woman is 
running after him with 
marriage on her mind, and it 
was for that reason that I 
married a Scotsman. 
"Scots have always had to 
work hard for a living and 
they do not flatter them. 
selves they are God's gift to .... 
women," she says• 
"This sort of thing belongs 
to the Stone Age." 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINK I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few yoare). 
NEW T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
EHGIHE WITH A 50,gOB MILE PROTECTIVE Ou Pont 
Teflon* COAT!NG! 
Do Poni"s'fluo'rcarbon resins • p Y .. Y ( -. -, ) ht 
• prlcetsge on new cars and trucu? UPl It's positively sickening--and It's going to gel 
WHAT IS TMT? worse before it gets any bellerl ' 
TMT ~s a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulahon incorporahng Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When ED ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M,T, TEFLON TREATMENT. 
TMT ~s added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient 'instantly goes to work against 
the No One Cause of poor gas mileage 
slugg*sh performance, high ooerating tem- 
peratures, and mechan,cal breakdown: froc. 
honal drag 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
r~ght now you're more interested in what TMT 
does than how ddoes l t  So here,t is,  ma 
. nutshell 
TMT IS FAST* There's nothing complicated 
about using TMT-a  12-year-old kid cou:d do 
~t in less than 60 seconds and not even get 
his hands dlrtyS 
TMT IS PERMANENT I It's an engine treat- 
ment. not an od treatment Just one single 
apphoahon is all it takes to permanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as long as you own your 
car t 
TMT IS SAFE* We've put our money where 
ot0r mouth is on this wdh a Sl.000,000 
Product Dablhty Pohcy issued by a nationally 
In•Dos msurance company* 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE* Effective for any car. 
truck, or other vehmle-whether  it's this 
year's model or one that's 15 years old* Pro- 
tects and preserves new engmes 't~ghtens 
up  and reluvenates old ones 0 
TMT IS GUARANTEED m Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold cart=as wdh 0t the strongest, most 
~ron-clad Guarantee we could think off-- 
• GUARANT, EED Better gas mdeage 
more m,les from every tankful or 
money back on fulP 
• GUARANTEED Lasso0 burneD long- 
er penods before "topped off' or 
money back on full' 
• GUARANTEED Smoothereng,neperfor- 
mance less stalhng and rough *dhng 
or money back rn full' 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and higher compress=on ore z,p and 
acceleration or money back in tulP 
• GUARANTEED Longer engme hie 
fewer repair bdls (especlal|y for costly 
r~ng and piston Jobs) or money back rn 
fulP 
• GUARANTEED Al l  these Important. 
money-sawng benehts no matter how 
long you own your vehicle or money 
back in fulP 
In wew of the many poss*ble Savings and 
benefits cded above, what do you suppose 
any veh=cle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.bee, permanent treatment of 
TMT'I S50 00"~ $100 00~ MORE'~ 
Well. hsten to th0s The estabhshed retml 
price of TMT IS only $14 951 That's right, only 
S14 95--a t0ny *nvestment hat could possibly 
pay dself back dozens of t,mes over. ~n say- 
rags on gas. od. and repa0r bdls Fantasfrc. 
"The active Chemcal ngredient in '*T.M,T." has "And once "T.M•T." has been added to on eh. 
s special affinity for metal which causes it to Dine-positive results can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction sur- experienced and trained eyes of even the molt 
faces Polymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice a decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase in compression readlngs-.whlch ladle 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for pates that piston and rin~. seal have improved, 
the numerous user.reports of reduced *'blow.by" An increase in Idle r.p,m, s will also be detect. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after a few 
consumption! hundred miles of "T.M,T," "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only Is "T.M.T." easy to use 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oil (it should ~ke 30-seconds at the most for addln d 
through the oil filler hole (so.easy- that even a permanent treatment) - but its resuhs con el 
a child can do i t ) -  preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operating temperature, The mechanic! The benefits that can he expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T," in the engine-are as follows: Io. 
thirty minutes, in order to make sure that oil creased Gas Mileage-Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". 0nly eight ounces 0It Consumption - Less Wear On Ioternal Parts - 
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower 0perating Tempera. 
small truck engine, lures - Easier Cold Weather Startsl" 
New that you're heard free the espert.., listen to the ravel at ordinary drlvlrl, 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM, THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLE[PEO" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
IOnce you've put LM.T, in your vehicle, you'll be tilling in the figures yourself). 
Molorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes wrong. Of course he probably 
Sets more power! "Goad Deal" with "T.M.T." won't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm giving him 
"As an engineering student and "i've tried gas savers, pills, new as a present," -- ILW, 
racer, I was interested in what filters, engine treatmenlu, etc, My 
T•M.T would do In a tenth mile friend told me about a product  AutoMeghlmi© 
speed test. 
A series of runs from a standing 
start showed that our E,T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by gX a second 
after T-M.T was added to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c.c, Kawasaki Mo. 
torcross racing motorcyce. 
AS a student of englneerln8 this 
proved that T-M.T reduced friction 
end *flcreased power." 
R.R. --  Rgcer 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T.M.T. 
My mileage has gone from XX to 
an unbelievaofy astounding XX. My 
'father, who is a car mechanic 
told me it's impossible but i've 
kept enact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying that even fathers can be 
recommends "T.M.T"! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy, and It was as. 
ins a lot of gas In the city lad 
on the highways. I was |ettln| 14 
mites to the gallon but n0w, alnce 
I've been uslnl"T.M•T" I plck up 
XX gallons in the city-sod XX pb 
lens on the highway, so I know 
you people have a good product 
and /wil l  recommend it," 
Mr. C.T.I. 
, I 
F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  NO-R ISK  COUPON-TODAY!  
ONLY TWO T0.A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND, (FIRST COME: FIRST SERVE). 
I II i 
Enclosed is I-] cheque or 1"7 money order 
I"1 one at $14.95 17 two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prey.: . P.C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
giiii'!l he;old S P 0 RTS 
with Chris Porter 
WFC SEMI-FINAL 
Bombers have the 'Luck' 
Thp Herald. Frlelav, Nnvp.mb~r 10, 1978, Pago 9 
JR. A VOLLE YB/I I,L 
Championships to be held 
The Northwest Zone Jr. A 
Volleyball championships 
will he held in Terrace this 
weekend, although because 
of the recent washouts, there 
will he less teams competing 
than previously planned. 
Prince Rupert's Booth 
Memorial team has pulled 
out of the championships 
because of the road con- 
dltinns between here and the 
coast city, but Thorohill Jr. 
Secondary School, Skeena Winnipeg Blue Bomhem 
to take a chance on 
Terry Luck in their Western 
Football Conference sudden- 
death semi-final match 
against Calgary Stampe- 
ders. 
Luck, who came to Win- 
nlpeg aR~ being cut by 
Cleveland Browns of the 
National Football League, is 
expected to start at quar- 
terback in the game Sunday 
afternoon in Calgary. 
Luck's sudden vault to 
prominence comes as a 
result of an injury to veteran 
quarterback Ralph Brock in 
the fourth quarter of Win- 
nipeg's 22-14 less to Calgary 
last Sunday. 
The ZS-ycar-old native of 
Fayetteville, N.C., had 
played only about three 
minutes throughout his first 
six games on the Blue 
Bombers' roster, mostly as a 
holder on field goal and 
convert attempts. 
But he stepped into the 
breach last weekend when 
Brock was sidelined with 
stretched knee ligaments 
which will keep him in a cast 
for the next six weeks. 
Luck got hit hard by the 
Calgary line in the game's 
dying minutes and suffered a 
contusion of the right 
shoulder, but the injury isn't 
serious enough to hold him 
hock. 
"lie's tough and he has a 
good arm," said Winnipeg 
head coach Ray Jauch. "He 
takes control and he's a 
leader type. I think he'll do 
all right." 
Luck, who played college 
ball at the University of 
Nebraska, could be a key 
factor in Winnipeg's efforts 
to get past the Stampeders 
and into the WFC final, set 
.~. foi' Nov. 19 against the 
EsJ~os in Edmonton. 
Harry Knight, the Bom- 
bers' regular backup 
quarterback, has been 
inactive since July 18 with a 
shoulder injury which put a 
crimp in his passing. 
Knight has been working 
out in recent days, and Jauch 
believes he'll be all right as a 
hockul Sunday. 
"lie's laboring a little bit, 
bat's be's been away a long 
time." Jauoh said, "We'll 
work him hard this week and 
hope he improves each .day. 
I've gone into much bigger 
games with quarterbacks In 
worse shape. 
" I f  we can't throw, we'll duo of James Sykes and 
run some and hope it's a WillleBurdan likely will give 
grim defensivestmggla," he Bomber defenders plenty of 
.added wryly, headaches. Sykes, who 
picked up 1,020 yards rush- 
Ken Johnson, who ap- ing in the regular season, sat 
peered to have the inside out the game last week but 
track over John Hufnagel as. will be ready to roll in the 
the Stampeders' top signal, last game of the year at 
eaUer, sufferedligament a d McMabon Stadium. 
cartilage damge to his left 
Imee last Sunday, so the 
quarterbackiug duties hove 
fallen to returned import 
Craig Jantenen. 
Calgary's herd-running 
"Football is a game, of 
emotion," he said. "We're 
pretty evenly matched. The" 
winner will probably he the 
team that comes in charged 
up the highest and can 
sustain it longest." 
"We've wo~ the last two 
weeks, but I'd gladly give 
them back to win the next 
Calgary head coach Jake one. The whole season for 
Gotta, whose team won all - both teams is wrapped up in 
three games this season with that one game." 
the Bombers .was The game begins at 2 p.m. 
philosophical after the MST and will be seen on the 
teams' latest encounter, full CTV network. 
Jr. Secondary School, Port 
Simpson, and Kitimat's Mt. 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
will be sending beth Boys 
and Girls squads to the 
championships. 
If the natural gas lines are 
repaired by Saturday 
morniug, in time for the start  USE 
v U 
of the tourney, the cham- 
pionships will be held at 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School. If not, they will be 
moved to Caledonia's 
gymnasium. In either case, 
the championships should 
begin at 10:00 A.M. Satur- 
day. 
The preliminary event will 
be a round robin affair, with 
the teams playing each other 
once. After the 
preliminaries, the top two 
teams will play a final 
match, and the winner will 
be declar~l the Northwest 
Zone Jr. A champions. This 
format will be followed by 
both Boys and Girls teams. 
Since Thornhill boasts the 
top Eastern Division Boys 
team, Skeena the top 
Western Division Boys team, 
and Kitimat he top Western 
Division Girls team, only 
Smithers, which has the top 
Eastern Division Girls team 
will be missing from the 
championships. It's possible 
that a match between the top 
Girls team from these 
championsh ips ,  and  
Smitbers will be held at 
some time in the near future, 
but nothing is definite at this 
time. 
In any event, a Jr. A 
Volleyball championship 
tournament for the Nor- 
thwest Zone will be held, 
beginning Saturday morning 
at 10:00 A.M., at either 
Thornhfll Jr. Secondary 
School, or Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, depen- 
cling on the natural gas 
situation at the time. 
THE 1979 PIIHTERII 
The usual reaction after ndmg an Arctic Cat Pantera for the first time is a 
tlqht chin strap.Thafs rom the smile that busts out on your face• 
Pantera is referred to as the "Catfllac" for all the right reasons. It's sohd, 
smooth, comfortable and loaded with extras. Extras that only underhne 
the solid basics of a first class now machine. 
Pantera is a fan cooled m~acle, powered by a SpLrlt 5000 engine and fed 
b',' an efficient Mlkun| carburetmn system• 
If It's been a while since you had a tight chin strap, Pantera should do the tnck. 
YOU'VE Wflllll 
LONSENOUH. 
.%:s;~;a."." .'. A:::I~. Ente:p::ses ~=: .T~.:ef .~:ve: Fa:;s M;~es:!a 56:0; 
• TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTO, 
4441 Lakolse Avenue Torraoe, D,IL 
Dealer Lioence Number 012491 
B.C, "lbl's weekend 
rate is really che;tl). , 
You Cal~ (lial (lirecl 
¢, • (I i2) i() most places in B.(:. 
l)clwcCnl 5 l).nl. Frkl i ly ani(I 
5 p,m. Sunday Ibr just ",5¢ 
or less Ix~r miimte." (Min- 
nnntm.'n ch;u'gc '~3¢ a call.) 
' l . ( )N( ;  I ) IS ' I : . \N(: I , :  WI.:I,:KI,:NI)R,.X;l'l,: ' I ' ( )  M()S ' I "  I)I...\(;I,:S IN  B.('  
B, TEL 
~ call ~nllcnme long 
(li.stalwt' this wc'ekcnd, 
AII(I talk it tl t) whiic 
ral(.'s are (h ~wn. 
Rate (h~'s n()t al)l)h' 
(m calls l'r(ml holcl, m()l(.'l 
(n' ('(fin ,tcl(_,l)h()nc's ()r l() 
~)mt' N()rlht, rn IXfinls 
mr~l .~,l'vc(I I)v B.(:. "1~,'1. 
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TRIBUTES STILL POURING !N 
err  the great{ st ever? 
Harry Sinden sat at his 
desk in Boston Garden and 
drew a picture of Bobby 
Orr's knee. It was just after 
the defenceman had left the 
Brains to join Chicago Black 
Hawks for what urned out to 
be the final 26 games of his 
National Hockey League 
career, 
Sinden, the Brains' former 
coach and current general 
manager, was 
acquainted with the left knee 
that was so ravaged by 
surgery some people 
suggested that a zipper be 
~ laeed on it to help the octors. 
Sinden gave his layman's 
understanding of what was 
keeping hockey's greatest 
defenceman from playing as 
he had in the past. 
"There's two cartilages in 
there, and the ligaments 
come through and tie the 
bones together. There's also 
cartilage on the side of the 
bones. When the knee bends, 
the cartilages rub and 
cushion the shock. 
"What happened with err 
was these two cartilages 
rubbed each other away. The 
body replaces this with new 
cartilage, but it's never as 
strong as the original stuff. 
Then that rubs away. 
Eventually, he had nothing 
there but bone on bone," 
well As Sindon revealed the 
extent of the damage, it 
became all the more 
astonishing that err could 
have considered a final 
comeback. 
"As the bones grind 
together, crystals form and 
pieces of bone wear off," 
Sinden continued. "And this 
new cartilage, pieces of it 
wear off and float into the 
joifit, causing it to lock. That 
causes a lot of pain." 
An instrument called an 
arthroscope, a thin, hollow 
device with a circumference 
,,,"e D,.,.o'" o .oo...oo. 624"2621 or 624-3359 ,-- ] 
I I  & DRIVE.IN 11t ,=re. W. at 6th 51. 
J~m ~ , "  , ,~,~ . ~,~ ~{" ¶" 
about the size of a pencil 
point, is inserted in the knee. 
"Sometimes fluid runs out 
through the machine and 
some of the particles go with 
~t. He had a couple of those 
and it gave him some relief. 
But if the particles are of any 
size at all, they can't get out 
that way." 
So the only option is 
surgery on a knee which 
already suffers degenerative 
arthritis, even though err is 
only 30 years old, 
After playing 20 games 
with the Black Hawks in 
1976-77, he underwent the 
final operation and stayed 
off skates for more than a 
year to give il. the rest and 
time it needed to recuperate. 
But it couldn't heal. That is 
why we'll never see Bobby 
err on the ice again. 
"He told me one time when 
he was 21 or 22 that he didn't 
think he'd play past 30," said 
Sinden. "His goal was to play 
until he was 30 and ac- 
complish, you know, the 
Avenue 
Phone 
635-6111 
IN TERRACE 
it! 
Stanley Cup was foremost in 
his mind." 
He had accomplished that 
by the time he was 22, 
scoring the winning oal. 
It was May 40, 1970. The 
top scorer and the Conn! 
Smythe Trophy as the top 
performer in the playoffs. 
A season like that became 
almost commonplace forthe 
native of Parry Sound, Ont. 
But also commonplace was 
trouble with his knee. 
"He'd play at times when 
the only persons who knew 
he was hurt were the trainer 
and the team doctor," said 
Westfpll. "He didn't want 
anyone to know he wasn't 100 
per cent." 
Sometimes Orr, a private • 
man, was even private with 
his team-mates. 
"He never talked about re- 
tirement," said Westfall. 
"He liked to think, like 
myself, that if he didn't hink 
about it and didn't alk about 
it, it would go away." 
"He's the type of guy 
that's very shy," said Boston 
right winger Terry O'Reilly. 
"You have to get to know 
him and he has to get to trust 
you and then he'll open up 
like a book. 
"He'd do all he could to 
stay out of the limelight. 
He'd spend spare moments 
hunting duck and pheasant. 
He'd go fishing with Sinden 
or his team-mates and play 
Brains led the St. i/~L°uis cribbage.o, withon roadJ°hntrips."'Bucyk to 
Blues 3-0 in games the Pa,~leime was always the first 
best.of-seven Stanley Cup one in the dressing room," 
playoff inal. The score was . . . . . .  • ,- 
3-3 about 30 seconds into.• S~mutB~h~Y~ ' ora~WurYSi,n~e 
overtime ! '~" • r t . . • . , ,~  ;~, afternoon, hrst one to gee 
veteran • centre i r~u ,.~ ...... t . . .  i'h the Brui~ at~'~ ou when you walked in the 
wt~a~,  w I, ~door ."  
the time, tells the rest. ,- . . . . .  ~, .~,~ "When you played against • t passea toe puuc,~uo~,.,~, . . . . . . . . .  
Derek Sanderson, the puck mm,_tm..me laterth~Y ~ 
went into the corner ¢Nt~ ,.youo. suu respec¢ . ,_ 
Bobby went streakin~"~n" cou!.cl_ ,,maKe.. y~, ~OO~s 
from someplace in ~gr~ toonsn: ~ sam___,, 
ice. I stayed back to ~ mrwaru ~art vennet=, 
his (err's) spot at the blue "But now, you could chase 
line. Then the puck camel~q.t him around the hack of the 
from Sanderson, and bang, net and catch up to him. 
it's in thenet." .:'Ji) Guys would be doing that 
err converted the pass.an and they'd be so surprised 
'instant before he was tripped they'd one it, they wouldn't 
~ by.defenceman Noel Picard. know what to do next." 
By the time Orr landed, the That was a sure sign the 
people of Boston realized the end was near. Nobody 
Brains had won their first caught err when he was 
Stanley Cup in 29 years, healthy. But that time was sliced 
err had scored 33 goals away from him by the sur- 
and added 87 assists for 120 geon's knife. And when err 
points in the regular season, was on the ice earlier this 
then contributed nine goals season for four of the goals 
and 11 assists in the playoffs, given up by Chicago n Oct. 
He had won the James 28, he couldn't let that em- 
~orris Trophy as the barrassmeht:continue. 
best defeneeman, He played one more game 
ned first-team allsta*-';"~nd'retired, l~Ssthana~eek 
recognition, won the' Art after another all-time great, 
Ross Trophy as the league's Bobby Hull, called it quits. 
JtJO i ~ 
: ;". . 
IE 
Ray (Showboat) Clay, one of the all-time greats of ~raveling basketball, 
is the master of the 'Hidden~ BalI.T,r,(ck~i.~.,~ . . . . . .  
".. / . . .  ,' ' ' ~ '~t~ ,.! : ,. ,,~i'~ 
A SUPER ACT " ' 
Clowns are here tonight 
Pullins holds training camp 
in a Richmond, California, 
gymnasium. He brings in 
candidates from all over the 
U.S.A. 
What does it take to 
become a member of this 
fabulous team? 
I. Usually. he is a college 
man, having been a star 
performer first in high 
school. 
2, He must have good 
character and the ability to 
Super athletes who play 
for laughsl 
This is one way to describe 
the Harlem Clowns, world 
famous exhibition basketbaU 
team, which comes to the 
Caledonia gymnasium for a 
night of fun and frolic. 
Members of the Harlem 
organization are picked for 
showmanship as well as 
basketball ability. Every 
year, two weeks before the 
season begins, owner AI 
get along with others. This is 
most necessary for men who 
travel daily and live together 
at nights in motels five 
months a year. 
3. He must have basketball 
ability, the potential to be a 
showman and a flair for the 
comic caper. 
At first a new player is 
often shy and sometimes 
reluctant to enter into the 
' comedy routines -- but he 
catches on quick. 
Through the years, the 
team changes -- players 
leave, retire, find year-round 
employment in other fields, 
so that new men must be 
developed and new 
"showmen" discovered, 
The Harlem Clowm will he 
taking on the Menu League 
All-Stars tonight at the 
Caledonia gymnasium, at 8 
p.m. Admission prices are 
$2.50 for adults, $2 for 
students, and $1 for children 
under 10 years of age. 
EFC SEMI-FINAL 
Ti-Cats may be,trouble 
At first glance, Hamilton Eastern Conference semi- to take more']ban o e glanee backup man (Sonny Wade) 
Tiger-Cats would seem to final Saturday at Montreal's at the game that will produce has an arm injury. 
have little chance of beating Olympic Stadium. Ottawa Rough Riders' op- "That's why Gerry Dat- 
the Alouettes in the But AIs head coach Joe p0siLion~'for L~the EFC final tilio hasn't done anything 
~ . ., , . ,  . , .~ ~=~.~-~- T ~.. a n t .,~ ' Canadian Football League's Scannella wants his charges 
sannman INN PrisonerNBC affiliaSUeSte 
TAMPA, Fla. AP -  John Hilton filed suit Wed- 
¢ Harlem Olowns vs Mens All-Stars, Lee Hilton claims major nesday from his cell at the, 
II Friday, November 10 8:00 p.m. at league baseball's World l l i l l sborough County 
Series can't be called thw courthouse, where he's 
~ Ga[{}donJ ~t World Series unless it's serving 150 days for writing 
II Terrace VS continents. And he°s trying monor offences. Timbermen Fraser opened to all countries and four bad cheques and other 
~ Lake, Saturday 8.30, Terrace Arena toturn that into a $3 million lle's asking why the games 
m 
• legal question, are called the WorldSeries, 
I1 Terrace V$ affiliate WFLA TV here are called the world 
Timbermen Smi ther$  He'sfiled suit against IIBC and why New York Yankees 
l ib  
II Totems Sunday, 2.OOi~i p.m., Terrace accusing the station of false champions when they 
advertising because it haven't played teams from  Arena televised the championship any other countries. 
baseball last month even Llilton wants U.S. District 
[I " Northwest Zone Jr. A Volleyball though teams from other Judge Ben Krentzman to 
countries weren't eligible to answer those questions--and 
"'~ Championship, begin Saturday play. award him S3 million. 
lO:O0 a.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary Soh0ol 
4826 Hwy 
Terraoe, B.O, 
Nov. 19. 
"They beat us once this 
season--they can do it 
again," Scannella said of the 
TigerCats, 5-10.1. "They 
have a good defence and 
we're going to have to be 
careful, especially early in 
the game." 
Seannella may have been 
thinking of Montreal 
defensive end Junior Ah 
You's blocked punt and 
recovery for a touchdown 
that started the Alouettes to 
a 26-8 victory over first-place 
Ottawa in the final regular. 
season game last Saturday. 
He doesn't want the Ticats 
getting asimilar early jump 
on the Alouettes, 8-7-I. 
"Don't forget that our 
starting quarterback (Joe 
Barnes) will be wearing a 
special brace on his knee and 
could go down at any time," 
Scannella said. "And our 
Modern. 5 slo,ev, firs1 class meier holel. Good I~alton - I block h'om 
beach. I-.n.qlish ILt¥ and S lanl~ Park. m.ar dlowfllown, dkopldng within 2 
block's. 125 altr~'tlvelv appointed air.rondttloncd rooms. ~iudios. emclLmry 
units and suites - each wilb prlvale bath. color TV and #honc. Dining 
Room and Coffee Shop. h,tmge with enlelrlatnment~ ~l lml~ alld Mt ,~ I~ 
Rooms, rklve,in lobby and bee parking. 
1755 Davle SlreeL Vancouv~ V6G |WS. Phone: 604-682-1831 collect 
lreles: 04-51161 
i 
except work out at quar- 
terback since the Ottawa 
game." 
Dattilio, a Montreal native 
who performed creditably at 
quarterback this season as 
one of the injury.riddled 
Alouettes' five signal- 
callers, will not see action on 
the special teams agaimt 
Hamilton in case he's needed. 
"That's why I say it's 
impossible to make do with 
only 33 players," Scannella 
said. "You'd think this was 
1935 with that number of 
players. 
"Unfortunately, some 
coaches are lucky enough to 
avoid injuries all year and, 
right now, don't put enough 
pressure on the owners to 
increase the rmters," 
While the Alouettea are 
rounding back into form 
after their injury troubles, 
with .defensive tackle Glen 
Weir due back in action 
Saturday, the Tiger-Cats 
have health problems of 
their own. 
Offensive tackle Danny 
Bass, linebacker Ray Nettles 
and running back Neff 
Lumsden suffered injuries in 
a season-closing. 23 16 vie. 
tory Sunday over Toronto 
Argonauts. 
"Bass is definitely through 
for the year," said Hamilton 
head coach John Payne. "As 
far as Nettles is concerned, 
you'd have to say he's 
doubtful. He bruised his 
knee, but if there's any 
chance that he can play he'll 
be in there." 
c Jr 
I I  
FROM TH E CH U RCH 
by Ro9 Nesterud 
The Church has always been the '.,lowell in  
stitution to accept social change. Clergy and 
laity alike have more often than not been 
Suspicious of new ideas, new methods, and new 
experiences affecting culture. In this wa~/ the 
Church has acted more like a "backwater" 
which forces a more careful look at the in. 
novations of its society. Now such a reactionary 
force is a real virtue to a society and can be a 
part of the Church's role; but it should hardly be 
the primary characteristic of the Christian. 
v id ims of man's Inhumanity to man. Cam 
passion compels the Christian continually to 
create his tools from the materials of his culture 
so that they f it  the people where he finds them. 
The Grace of God can stand a lot of change and 
still be the Grace of God. 
A few years ago, Stephen Rose edited a series 
of articles entitled Who's Killing the Church. In 
the book he suggests that God, himself, was 
killing the Church because the Church's own 
rigidness failed to allow the institution to fake 
the shape the world needs. Could this possibly be 
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No expans ion  wanted 
TORONTO (CP} -- The 
only ballet company in 
Canada entitled to call itself 
royal, the Royal Winnipeg 
Ballel, intends to stay small 
enough to be comfortably 
carried on a bus. 
That's the way the corn- 
Paw started 40 years ago 
and that's the way it should 
remain, Arnold Spohr, its 
artistic director for the last 
20 years, said in an in- 
terview. 
Here to promote the com- 
pany's anniversary tour of 
Central Canada, Spohr said a 
company of 25 dancers can 
and administrative staff will 
gather to celebrate. 
The company was horn in 
the depression of the ig30s 
and earned its title Royal at 
the coronation of queen 
Elizabeth II. It was'almest 
for¢od into oblivion 20 years 
ago when "ire destroyed all 
its sets. costumes, properties 
and records. 
When Spohr. a Royal 
Winnipeg dancer who was 
hem in Rheln, Sask., and 
educated in Toronto, took 
over the company in 1957, it 
was virtually to start again 
from r~rateh. 
Rata Joe, a story of white 
men's callousness towards 
the North American Indian, 
is as valid in Australia and 
latin America with their 
aboriginal peoples as it is in 
Canada. 
Spohr, who tops six feet 
and is unusually tall for a 
dancer, does little 
choreographic work these 
days. and no longer goes on 
the rigorous tours with the 
company. 
But be still is searching for 
new talent for the company, 
particularly among younger 
choreographers. It was he 
who gave Norbert Visak his 
first recognition for Rata Joe 
and who brought the 
/u'gentinisn Oscar Araiz to 
North American attention. 
For the 40th anniversary 
celebration in Winnipeg. 
Salvatore Aiello-who joined 
the company as a dancer in 
1971 and was a principal 
dancer until last May--will 
produce anew allmale work. 
****************************** 
pursue excellence in The ,,mpany has since ~ T/ / / /eum Tw~ T ~  : 
Christ did not call us to be a "backwater". On ha-- ' -nin-? ! think i t  does =-a--^n t -  individual classical ballet and present theadancod it= way thrmngh .._lJl~; ~ • vv HI,F= u 
the contrary, he himself was and is the radical churches? Let us orav earnestlv it does not distinctively Canadian Europe, Latin America and ~ .~ 
force in society that, changes people s lives, happen to our Chur ~chl/believe God" s k"-"d^m,,~ v works in the modern vein Australia with works as 4¢ 4( 
Jesus Christ is a ' spring of water" that flows 42,0 n,visibl e Church - -  wnl n . . . .  ~'-t there is only while remaining small distinstive as What to Do ~ ~ 
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ministrleseverywhere, many unjust laws still on It remains fo be seen whether the acceleration Massachusetts, hecompany Sir Frederic Ashton and ~ NOVEMBER 8-13 
the books, of cultural change in our age will really cause a arrives here Nov. 2'/ via Rodeo by Agnes de Mille, ~ Oat from Outer Spice 
id~a;S~enCvrilc~~Sili~ehS,.~ii!i~~rrSa~,~He~e ~ i a o ~ t ! ! ~ ; / i i f ~ i i i i !  Waterloo, Guelph, Barrie, fnmous for her dences in the Orillia and Cobonrg, Ont., Broadway musical Okla- 4~ 
and after three perform, homa! ~ NOVEMBER 14-18 ' 7, 
anceSthree ininottawa.T°r°nt° will give RitaSp°hr said it in ballets l i k e j o e ,  Messlah nd Rodeo .~ All Unmarr ied  Woman 
change because he recognizes that one cannot forefront of our community. Let us help our Then it prepares for its big that identify the Royal 4¢ .1¢ 4( .1( complete thisyear 's  harvest with yesteryear's congregations to become inst rumenta l  in 401h anniversary season in Winnipeg with Western ¢ ,1¢ 
its home city, ending next Canada and that, too, have 4( - - 4( 
tools. The thought of change does not threaten changing people's lives. When Jesus said "You April with a celebration in become classics, welcomed ~x '¢ 
him because his faith is based on an ongoing are the salt of the earth", he was not thinking which all its former dancers around the world. ~ 
relationship with the presence of God in Christ. pr imari ly  of "preserves": he was thinking of ~llre***/~,/nlrA-k,Y~-~****,~k**Vht***dnl~ :~ NOVEMBER I1 
As Maflhew 25 reminds us, we continually meet "serve". The Church Is called to proclaim: it is ~ " 
Him when we meet the downtrodden who are also called to serve, ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ 0at from Outer Spaoe 
| ,  • 
BCAA has suggest ions  [or = ,us. ;;,1..., , , 
s tor ing a car for winter ~ papor arelwolrerraoe , : NOVEMBER |2-14 .~* 
storing a car ls some~ng sterage eondlilo, are holow batte~ laplaced on a ~avy Change th  t~n.smission, ~ ~ phone numbera, t ~ 'hO |viI ~( ' 
like storing a fur coat, freezing, remove the bat- plasilcorstainlossspP..Uxm, and final drive mnncanm. ~ NOVEMBER 16-18 
suggests the B.C. tory, clearly marking which no damage will occur atom . . . . . . . .  i. ,. .IK 
Automobile Association. If are tbe pesitive and negative any spilled electrolyte. If it "so return me .v.onwJe .tu Findthem, and if one is you~ you ~e Jt ~ Booth  Spor t  
r n operaung cona|uon, me '~_ ~ won. :~ '~  & you want to find it in one terminals. Take care not to must be stored longe tba . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald 4( ~ 
piece when you return, you store it where sparks could six months, you will u.u~u~. BOy|sos m~ormm to 
must observe a few l~nitethehydrngengive~off probebb'nocdanowbattery snm..p]y..reverse me steps .~ office r 3212 Kalum St. , ~ ******************************* 
b)' the electrolyte. If the on ~cur return. , cuunnon anove. precautions. 
In the engine, for example, 
acids formed by the onm- 
b~tion of fuel can attack 
such parts as the cylinder 
wails, piston rings and 
bearings, ays the auto club. 
Condensation of moisture in 
the transmission can lead to 
corrosion of any gears 
protruding above the oil 
level and tires left in one 
position may deteriorate. 
The length of storage 
period determines just how 
extensive thee 
 Up]on ATTEND THE CHURCH 
ds Bapt ist  urc] 
PallOr Bob to,,. OF TOUR CHOICE 
I . ,6.35-4320 
[ ' Oorner of itulhwoll and N. Thomas ; TH IS  S U NDI  Y 
~11 II1~| |lille III1~ l Ill Wldl *' 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon helices. 
Lois Mohnlnger - 635.5309 
Evelyn Anweiler 635.5571 
qb 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
~ Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. ~ "  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. . ~ "  
Service Wednesday 7: 30p.m. / 
Reverend R.L. While 
precautionary steps , ! I 9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 
shouldj ~ "  ~ Sunday School J "~= be. 
If the vehicle will be left I ~ " ~  11:00a.m. Morning Worship Service .~  
for any period under a[ ~ ~.~atblNe l~ l l l lm/ [ l l~ / [e  ~.l~lEIlealDl~l ~ 7:30p.m. Singing and Bible Study .~ , , , ,  . . . .  ~,~ • • ,,~, 1"~ 
M JK41aEIClV,IIJK41aEIUV,UIK I=Q gl/al ,~glt 11k.Jalll,~al¢ qlbeJIllK followingm°nth'theBCAAadvisestha I s teps :  J Jr" =" '=" '  ~ Wednesday8:00HomeBibleStudies ~ ([~J~i'r~at~(I]rJ ,qezormea ~nurcn  
Wash the car if i tw i i lbe l /  d ~ ks Stroe, dS % stored outside, protect it Oorner Sparks on leith Spar a n traum e Avenue 
with a~ecurely.eOcaverof • Pallor Paul Mokmnger / ~ R e d s_. B aa!, / a ma,rial that can b the I vemn Van n 
and allow for air circulation. 
If the weather is cold, I ~ Of f ioo  636-2407 Home R3R-  
check the radiator c o o l a n t i ~  Sunday School 9:45a.m. 
level, the strength of an. 
windshield washer fluid 
Make sure it also contains 
unfreeze. 
Put automatic tran- 
smissions in park ann 4726 tazulle Avenue 635-R019 
manuals in fimt gear. Do no 
apply the parking brake; i
could freeze in the engage( 
position. Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
Disconnect he positiw ~ ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. . J  
battery cable; faulty wiring ~ ~ i t :00a.m.-  Holy Communion for the family 
could spark a fire. "~ Mm,ster: Reverend Lance Stephens • 635.5855 ~"  . 
Park the vebide on dry, / ~ ( ~ ~ )  ~~¢L,~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~  / Church  .rm,,o..d Mennomte  Brethre  
Close the car windows and 
lock the doors. . . . . ,  S T SO-IS12- 3486 Ebj Street 636 3015 If you intend to store the al IQn breams Avenue, Torraoe 6 
carforalongerperiodtbana / SALYATION ARMY  '::'0°0' ' 
few farther precautionS:Waxthevehideinadditian " ~ =  SUNDAYMASSE5 ~::10~)5~,~::: / 4637 Wa/s:Alvvenu e ~ - ~  
to washing it to give the l l :00a.m. Family Worship Servic 
surface further protection. 
Smear a litile vaseline a n a l  / ?:30a.m. Chr;~i;;'F;ducation H°u'~ " To exterior chrome. 11: 00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
If the car will be stereo m a 
warm place, simply 7:30p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Woloomol 
disconnect the positive TUESDAY NIGHT 
battery cable, if, however, 7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting YOU 
WEDNESDAY Werukip 
• 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship 
II ~.~ SATURDAY 
,, s ,: oo m / .,,,a. II / .n.amKUfl~ .amlllllr~B•me-- lwms,wms_mammne, Chr i s t ian  Couf l se l l i f lgE  / 
II / nnmam m, . , , -m, , -  - ,  . . . . . .  • "~ mergencyWelfare / r ,  MOleT  I I IT I J I=QAM P.14111:IP.H~ 
I I /  , . ,  L l le Jo  A vIBI I ,_ ~ spiritual Resources =~1 =set=;7 ; ;  P ; /k ' ; ; ; f l ' ; ;  " 
. /  
II ~ Sunday School 
[[ ~ Senior 12 and up 10:00 am.  
II ~ Under 12- 11:00a.m. 
,ou,  onO oo,, 
3341 River Drive Torrooo, B.O. B31kllttl 
i 
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I 
3 minute Shopping Sprees 
I FOOD ; CENTERS 
All Terrace and Kitimat subscribers are eligible. Contest closes midnight December 16, 1978. 
18YEHS JNO OVER 
TERRAOE SUBSORIBERS 
Overwaitea Food Oentre 
Skeena Mall .. THE IDAILY HERALD 
NEW START ORDER 
KITIMAT SUBSeRIBERS 
Overwaitea Food Centre 
Oily Centre Mall 
Oommenoing o~,= ~ ~ for a period of 3 months and thereafter until 
ordered disoontinued. I will pay the regular subsoriptidn prioe eaoh month. 
PRINT NAME 
SIGNATURE 
ADDRESS 
PHONE APT. 
CITY 
SUBSCRIBER MUST SIGN ORDER 
We Are Presently Subscribing 
To The Herald 
Please Start My Three Month 
Subsoription To The Herald 
 ers 
$]oo.oo 
Gi f t  C e r t i f i  ea te  
For every 5 new subscr ibers  your  name 
wil l  be entered in the draw. 
DRAW CLOSES MIDNIGHT DEGEMBER 16, 1078 . . . . . .  
II 
:i 
i 
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Mark Off Energy Dollars with 
Home Appliance, Check List 
Starting a seasonal home- boils faster in a Covered pot, 
maintenance program this amounting to as much as a 
fall can keep the house •in 20 percent savings. Periodi- 
tip-top shape foi" year-round cally check your gas range 
low, call a repairman. 
• Wash full laundry loads 
and choose the correct 
water-level setting to avoid 
using more water than need- 
exl. The new line of Speed 
Queen washers all feature 
moved, call a service re- 
pair•an. Clean refrigerator 
coils once a month, as dust 
reduces efficiency. 
• Clean the dishwasher 
filter screen over the drain 
cycle and let dishes air.dry. • Dry clothes in consecu- 
tive loads while dryer is still 
warm. Clean lint filters after Remember to take ad- 
each use and check outside vantage ofenergy.saving op- 
vents twice a year. portunities like adapting to 
• Check the refrigerator a winter schedule that uses 
door seal for tightness to in- electricity and hot water 
sure warm air does not leak once a week. Don't over. during off-peak hours to 
family comfortand offer a 
solution for high energy bills 
that can result from drafty 
windows, leaky.i faucets, or 
worn weather stripping. 
Consumers can also help 
"put the freeze" on rising 
utility costs by checking 
household major appliances 
to insure that rdrigerators, 
washers and di'yers, dish- 
washers, ranges and water 
heaters are all operating at 
peak-efficiency levels. Look 
for energy-saving features 
on appliances, too. For ex- 
ample, the cold-water inse 
for a blue flame, indicating 
it's operating at peak effi- 
ciency. If the flame is yel- 
low total.water-consump- 
tion to help save energy pen- 
nies per washload. 
in or cold air escape. Place a 
dollar bill between seal and 
cabinet and if it is easily re- 
load the dishwasher and if help wage the battle to con- 
possible, shut off the drying serve energy. ~ INVESTMENTOPPORTUNITIESIN TERRACE AREA 
• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJ  ~ ~ ~ 
M' ,  DOUGLAS I~  : : i~(s r ;  '++ 
1- ' \  REALTY ~, : ~ ~  • 
g 632-4721 
I~lV~l~";z/" • Well established family bUSiness on Hwy. 16 
W. Motel with 8 furnished etaebed cabins 
m ~ ~ : '  • and 6 monthly trailer sites. Main house with 
DAVE SERRY Mk 4 bdrm. living accommodation, office and 
832.4426 ,~  large laundry room. Hook-ups for overnight 
: OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS ; ~.m,~P~ ,.nw vacancy rate. ,ac re  land, 
found on the newest ~+;  i 
ers conserves cnergy.,~ie:~ 
cause there's less hot ~ater KITIMAT 
to heat. : J-35 Vista Village ! 
To help ki lowatt-con- 
scious consumers ave dur- : 5 Bedroom, 2 bathroom 
ing the high-energy-con- 
sumpt ion  scas¢[h,, the 
makers of Speed Queen ~ Apartment for rent . .  +~I 
homefer th selaundrYhouseholdapplianceStips of-to • 86 Swan ne l l  S t reet  .O 
_• Snowbird lotsisell ing fast • "check and conserve". 
Outside the Home: ~ G '9  V is ta  y i l l age  • 
• InspeCtand c ulkingWeatheraroundStrip" w ~ @ 30 Gander '! 30,000 • ping 
windows and doors for 3% Acres on Lakelse Lake • 
loosening or cracking.  
Weather stripping should fit 5 190 Konigus St. ~ 
!~rmly for maximum pro- (new construction} • 
t~tion against wind and ele- g + G4.VistaOVillage 
ments. 
: • Check insulation wher -  A home that has everything! 3 bedrooms up and.3,. _g (excellent condition) w 
eVerunfinishedPOSsible,spaceseSpeciallYsuch asin downstairs, 2% baths, 2 firopl ces,a separate dining r.oom, • forWhy not freeCall USappraiseltoday ~ 
basements or attics• Make 6 your  
goodSUre it isthick en°ugh and and check plus many more extras. Including a wired workshop ,n • Douglas Channel "Performs" I 
• We Oiler Services h fo I dampness, " back of property. Situated on large lot close to schools 
~:I; Clean and r, epair storm and shopping. A very excellent and attractive home. Come : APPRAISALS-PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • 
windows. Prior to  instatla- and see us at Park Avenue Realty Ltd. for more • LOT SALES - DEVELOPMENT • 
Lion, take down:screens and 
remove summer's awnings information. • ' • 
to allow as mdch light as • CANADA WIDE. REFERRAL SERVICE • 
~clSSible into the home to 
p ease heating bills, u~nnn l in |mi | im|n | i |n in i l lnmin  • • • • MORTGAGES & RENTALS • 
.. • ~ = -  ~ ~ m _  • We're Number 3, we try harder 
• Drain outside faucetsto ~ i ~  l i ~  - ~ i  # e ~ ~ • • • ~ • ~ • ~ ~ J m  
prevent water~ipes f rom~,  WIGHTMAN I SMITH freezi g. Ch ck caulking 
where the faucet pipe meets • 
the frame of the house. I i  • 
peeking. Avoid lining the il 
oven with aluminum foil - -  l i  
stagger and scatter pans so : 
that they're not in line with •! 
each other-- both cut oven i 
efficiency and reduce heat = 
circulation• i: 
• Use flat.bottomed cook- 
ware that's matched to the 
appropri~e-size burner, and • 
use lids. Remember, water : 
Gilding the Apple P ie . . .  • ~; • 
To make your favorite ap- • 
pie pie even more scrump- • 
tious, whip up a thin, white • 
frosting from confection- m 
ors' sugar and egg white, • 
brushing crust of pie as soon 
On the Inside: 
• Vacuum ducts and grill 
areas on forced-air heating 
systems• Change filters and 
check pilot light on gas-fired 
systems. 
• Insulate hot-water pipes 
toprevcnt heat Io.ts, and low- 
er water heater temperature 
to 140 degrees. 
• Clean chimney flue and 
fireplace and be sure the 
damper is tightly closed. 
. . . . . . .  i ' , ~ m large aool[lOn. ,-arise worK~nup wm~ s~t  .~ 
. o  maximize oven era- cellar. Fully fence(lot. Garden area with cherry i 
ciency, don't o~n the oven trees. Asking price of $29,000. ". 
door when baking - -  there's _ • 
a 20 percent heat loss when i - ~ ~ i ~ ,  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
 Imm • U • ~ l l ~  Owner is transferred and anxious to sell thm • 
d •  ' -  ~ ' ~ " ' q ~  charming property. Two bedrooms up, one • 
er  tter • ~ ~ ~  down. Finished re~. room with Franklin m 
t t t 're t i  li  it  ~  fireplace. Drilled well. Treed, fenced lot. Asking i m 
r -  ~ i  price $39,500. 
m~ ........ ....... ~+: ~: • , . , am • 
i  i . . . . . . .  " • , .~ svm~ + . • 
• " I Well kept three bedroom bungalow with fireplace and .sun deck:'.meaern • 
m kitchen and fenced yard. Close to schools and on pavm street, aSmng amy • 
~ f~0,000. MLS 3068. ~l 
WOODLAND HEIGHTS 
~,~ I;~1, n,--,,mber water • Beautifully landscaped setting for this 12x68 Glendale special order with _i 
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.: , , l 8x40 addition. Three bedrooms with wall to wail, sundeek and separate i 
' -  . . . . . . . . . .  ie • storage building. Listing price of f28,000 includes all furniture xcept TV, • 
UllOl  m  l  r am : '" ' -- stereo and stand. Excl. 989. [] 
['avorite ~ KIRBY ROAD • 
pie pie even more scrump- • Nicely treed lot with smallcreek provides a picturesque, private setting for ill 
+' '-:- -,, a thin, white • this 12xe8 Safeway Manor with 12x24 addition p!u.s s undeck. Fenced front • [IOUS, Wfl ,p up  m . . . . . .  ~rosun~ . . . . . . .  ~rom --'~;u-,~,,,,,,'¢'~';"" -- • town, tocz snea ana cedar picnic table. Large wood nearer ana electric' range • 
, ~ . . . . . . . .  c:.. , included in $24,000 price. Exci 903. • 
ers sugar ano egg ,m~, ~1 IN TOWN • 
i   f i    • Two bedroom residence with 936 square feet of living space plus full height • 
as it's done, then let cool • unfinished basement with large windows is nearing completion. Very well m 
You didnt thmk anythmg • construetndonlargeTGxl0ft.lot..Asklng$48,500.Excl.880. • 
could improve off apple pie, : _DOWNTOWN BUSINESS . . . . .  • 
hut this will* i _ l~3rst rate ~inger tranehlse and fabric store located in prime. Jocauon, ~seo  • 
Z ' "  - "" st~" mr . . . . .  me •~-- premises. Excellent return on investment shown and gem growth. Asxmg" ~_ 
~.,eco.rating p m jUSt $20.000 plUS stock at cost. There is still time to buy BEFORE Christ m 
a,tcnen: . " ~ mlml MLS 3045 ~. 
Don't hide all those at- . :  • . ,~. . . . . . .  : ,, • : 
tractive pots and pans or • A.E. Le Page Limited Coast q~ Coast reat ~state ~ervtce " I 
chopping blocks, advise dec- • ' " re  Helen GIIber+son 
i 
orators . . .kccp!hemin full : ~ ~ p ~ i t '  aw ~ 63s.3~*'~ • 
view, where theyll be easy • ~1~ ~11 I~ " " J~L  ,4rll L i  gtan Parker 
tO get at; add interest to • am I I • • l  • • l  635-403t 
. . ! [] v J  V ~ V i  - Harry Smith • your htchen . • EVENINGS • 
had • Jim Duffy • The humble hot dog ' m Ad~11 I MI IF I~IOE lUa~ 
classic b innin s The sau " qg l l  ih~l~a=i-O r- i l l  ICe 635.6698 i 
eg g . .  o - ~, • Bob Rlpmeester • sage was a lavorlte loon el • • m . . . . . . .  o • ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER LISTINGS. 635.2822 • 
the ureexs, according t . ,  
Homer's Odysse.w BmlM4q I l l  IIIIIIMIlIIIll•IMIlII'aDIRIIIHIIIIIIMMMI 
If you are looking for a 
cozy, centrally located 
starter home, this one is 
worth viewing• Situated on 
a good sized lot with garden 
area and storage shed. 
Muriel has the details. 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 63 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V86 IV5 
Only by viewing this home 
can one appreciate its 
features Large master Large family home with 3 Modern 3 bedroom home, ,Just ra ~ mr el aa • 8n 8 m.y .  
bedroom two additional bedrooms up. 3 down. 2 il50 sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, i . , . .ao_~, . ,~r~a~m.ong 
bedrooms and an equally fireplaces and fully satuated on a large lot in . . . . .  no• , ,  nnod n.b, 
large family room com- finished basement plus Uplands area. Asking ;~'~.~a.,-;.,".~"'~.'~,~"r'~,.". ~ 
[liocma~t~ he ?fin: /~mf~: ~e:~Yes.Oth:~r i~C~! ~Arg~a~io: O:al/U~:ho::t i:r ~:~rtSCvh.O~a~i ~ 
fenced lot and open to of- manship, large treed lot. Christel. ~., [~,d ~' an.,. con . , . . . ,  
fers-Cal-i Kelp or Muriel convenient location Priced -v o;..-. ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • a ' or unrlstel 
for your real estate needs, a t  $73,900. For further . " 
MLS mtormauon Call Muriel. ~ 
t - ~.~ ++ ,~ . , . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I rY  ~:'" ', '~]~q i t '  ~ :i:: ~:.: . . . .  ~,.-~ ~:~a~ 
J~ . . .  q , . . . . . . .  Over  I t00 sq.  ft., 2 bedroom /dea l  investment .  
Call at our office and see home. Extra bedroom, Resident ia l  fourplex 
our Realscope of this cute bath and rec room in complex on Soucle Ave, 
bungalow located in quiet basement. Some finishing Live in one unit and derive 
setting on no thru road in needs to be done. Located revenue from other three. 
Uplands area. Large one on Davis Avenue. Asking Centrallocationmakesthb 
acre yard provides good $52,000. Call Ilorst or property an attractive 
garden area Christel. residence for tenants. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST 60DLINSKI - 635-5307 KELLY SQUIRES - 636-7616 
MURIEL NEALE,- 635-2944 CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI - 635-5397 
JUDITH JEPHSON -638-1652 ZENA FRANCIS 636-3913 
f• l tMi f  eMilIMIfl@; . RAR.RR.(I| 
r 
, . . .  • 
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TEIIIIAOE BllilgS LTD. 
1|07 I(alm 638-7274 
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I 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
C LA~;SlFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: Ef fect ive 
Odober 1, 1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 SingleCepy 
cmls per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. By Carrier 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion., By Carrier 
By Mail 
REFUNDS: By Mall 
First Insertion charged for By Mail 
whether run or not. Senior Citizen 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
i 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
. $1.25 mailed. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
20c CHILD HEALTH CON, 
ruth 3.00i FERENCES. 
year 35.00 Held weekly at the Health 
3ruth 12.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
6mlh22.00 1:30- 3:50p.m. Please phone 
year40.20 for an appointment. 
year 20.00 Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
British Commonweaffh and fourth Friday of every 
United States of America one month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
year 51.00. Please phone for an ap- 
Box•399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
, CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon: Hght 1o classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page location. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, classify 
Minimum charge $5.00 per or reject any advertisement 
Insertion. and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
TRANSl  ENT AD-  the customer the sum pold 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appolntment 
The Herald reserves the only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in- 
tervals for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE~;;i 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it,on 
referral from their family 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
54.00 per line per month. 
(~ a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL~INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
.CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charDe of f4.00 on all 
.~I.S.F. cheqws. ' '~' ~' 
.WEDDING" DESCRIP- 
.TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month.• 
aS.00 production charge for 
wedding and-o~ engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) recal~/ed one 
month or more after event 
1110.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject fo 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
iDenths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Clas.sif!ed Advertising Dept.. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.41388 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
is holding a pre.Chrlstmas 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 and 2. All those 
interested in participating 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 02, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635-6404; Julle 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more 
Information. 
Order nf the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty and Bake 
Slle on Saturday, November 
18 b'om 10 to 2 p.m. at 
Ovetwaltsa in the Skeena 
Mall, (ne-17n) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospltat 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donatl=ns of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
')n Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m 
and 3 p.m. T~ank you 
(nctfn) 
for the advertisement and doctor. Terrace area only. 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals .: of 
documents to avoid loss:' 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by Jhe ad- 
vertiser requesting space~ 
that the Ilebllity of the~ 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
"& i~ ~"~e~t  Of an e.ror, 
!~app~aCJh0~=llt'": the .~-d- 
vertlse-ment as published 
shall be l imited to the~ 
amount paid by the ad.. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correctlnsertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
whi~:h prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
The Sixth Annual 
Smorgasbord of the Terrace 
Salvation Army will be held 
on Nov. 111h featuring a 
complete assortment of 
Native Canadian cuisine. 
Tickets are available 
through contacting the 
Salvation Army. Admission: 
Adults $3.00. Children - $2.00. 
Between 1 and 5 p.m. (10- 
11n) 
HEALTH PARADE .~'.~ / 
For 4 year old childRn. 
Held on third Monday,~of 
every month. Develop-' 
mental, vision, hearillg 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. ~(; 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at I • 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:,~. 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kitimat, will be holding its 
annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR:: 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 25 
from 
h30p,m.-4 p.m. 
There will be a sewing table, 
tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
books, fish pond for children. 
Come and do your Christmas 
shopping. Everyone is 
welcome. (ncl4-24) 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- 
mission $1.00 --  4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life i~romoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 63%t503 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, brokeh or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
Idckup. 
The I.O.F. ere holding their 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. 25, 19711 
st the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1.  3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for e~ryone. (nc24.24nov) 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. 11 from 7 p.m..8 p.m. 
For donations please phone 
635-9077. 
December 1 I 
BAKESALE 
4p.m. a~ the Co.op. Proceeds 
for ~he Centennial Christian 
School 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Annual 
Bazaar & Tea 
o[ Branch 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
Saturday, Nov. 18, 1978 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 2 - 4 p.m. (ne7-17) 
NOMINATION 
CONVENTION 
Skeena Provincial NDP 
Association will be holding a
Nomination Convention at 1 
p.m. on Saturday, December 
9, 1978 in the Thornhili 
Community Centre. For 
further information contact 
Rob Goffinct, constituency 
Full or part.time Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 • $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan . 638. 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush), 
(ctf) 
Yamaha Acoustic guitar. 
$250 firm. Excellent con- 
dition. Phone 635-4277. (p2- 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. secretary, at 632-7039 or, 108- 
. . . . . . .  1547 Albatross, Kitimat, B.C. 
Annual General Meeting of vgc IP9. Ca2-10) 
Skeena Golf 8, Country Club 
Society and Election of of. 
ricers will be held at the. 
Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
15 at 8 p.m. This meeting is 
vital! It concerns 
ratification vote re purchase 
of golf club by members, All 
members and other in 
teresled citizens please 
attend. (nc10.15) 
The Terrace Concert 
Association is pleased Io 
announce that the New York 
Harp Ensemble wil l  be 
replacing 'the Chitlrl Arpi 
I~arplsts who were not 
~rmitted to leave Russia for 
their North American Tour. 
The New York Ensembleare 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
14) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 co. $125. 
Phone 635-5970. (c3-15) 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows -- Lamps -- made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
638-1403 
(p17-30) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tln) 
the only other touring har. 
plst in the world and we are 
forlunate to be able to hear 
this accomplished group. 
This Is a rare opportunity to 
hear skilled and talented 
musicians perform Scarlattl, 
Bach, Bartock and Vivaldi In 
a relaxing, pleasant at. 
mosphere. 
The concert will be held in 
the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
on 
NOV. 14- 0 p.m. 
Tickets $6,00. Available at 
the door or by membership. 
(nc14-14) 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
L~'odu,';tl~.'.'~anities" opens 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 - 25, 
starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
S1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
S3.00 for Thursdays and S,I.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estate or ot the door. (nc13- 
17) 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
and Europewlth some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Sodety for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an ~en- 
semble specializing in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
British born harpist who has 
recently settled in Van- 
couver. His activities include 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeE Andrews), 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.347~anytlme 
(A J12) 
BARBER SHOP For Sale: 30' fifth wheel 
Now Open Fridays ~il eight, trailer. Has many extras 
Across from Pos, Office. included. 100 lb. propane 
3773 Emerson bottle' AM-FM cassette 
(a06) radio' AC-DC color TV, 
spare tire, 14' awning. 
GOLDEN RULE Presently set up & skirted. 
Odd iobs for the Iobless. Phone 635-2632. (!34-10) 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. Large bales of hay for sale. 
$2.75 per bale. Phone 635- 
7878. (p5-15) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (elf.04) 
m 
SKEENA COLORS 
• Residential " 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
'(at4) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queonsway Or. 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to Ihe name of Dillinger. 
working with the Vancouver Reward offered. Phone 635. 
Symphony Orchestra, lhe 5937 or 638.1613. (aft) 
Vancouver New Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Society and Symphonie Lost around Sandman Inn. 
Canadians. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. 25 - -  8 p.m. 
, Tickets • ~.OO at door or by 
Learn to Fly. Join Air ~membershlp. 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bey Tasa at 635-7598 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (nc.10.14) 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
'. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2265. St. Msflhews Anglican 
Church Women of Terrace ThePacific Northwest Music 
are having Festival will be holding its 
Christmas monthly meeting at 4741 
Lean Ave. on Wednesday, 
Nov. IS at 8 p.m. Anyone 
interested wishing to obtain 
information on the festival is 
more than welcome to at- 
tend. (DOS-IS) 
Bsular 
Nov. 25, 1978 from 
2- 4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
(nclS.243 
Do You Feel You Have 
White long-haired male cat 
named Bobby wearing a flea 
collar. Please contact 
Suzanne Maw, Parkside 
School, 635-3513. (c2-10) 
19, 
HELP WA!A~D 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635.6357 
(nc-ctfnl 
Receptionist Clerk wanted. 
Opening in our local branch 
office for a person who meets 
people well, handles figures 
accurately and can type. 
Five day week, neat • 
congenial office con. 
veniently located, salary 
varies on experience. 
Someone who's interested 
in gradually assuming ad- 
ditional responsihility and 
increasing personal value 
and income. 
A Drinking Problem7 There Auditions for Terrace Little 
Is help Thcatre's pring production 
Avallablel of "You're A Good Man 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting, 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Churlie Brown", a musical 
will take place on Nov. 19 at 
1:30 p.m. and Nov. 20 at 7:30 
.m. at the Terrace Little 
uatre, 3625 Kalum St. 
Phone 638-1418 or635-9444 for 
more information. (no) 
Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
production of "You're a 
Good Man Charlle Brown." 
Phone &18-1418 or 63~9444 for 
interview information. No. 
fortune but lots of fame. (no) 
A tea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church. on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (n¢-tfn) 
Do you possess the 
ability to become a: 
Success fu l  
Executive? 
THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
Let°s grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
people 
2. Willingness to relocate 
3. Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4, Front line 
determination 
WE OFFE~R: 
1. Pride in your 
accomphshments 
2. Good positions 
3. Good benefits 
4. Good remuneration 
But most important of all 
a chance for a secure 
and successful future. 
Excellent opportunity for 
recent graduates. 
- - -K  ma 
CANADA, LIMITED 
SKEENA MALL  
TERRACE 
638-I196 
 LC: 
BYI I~  
1976 
Datsun FIO 
Front end drive 
Hatchback ,  $ 
Speed, S Track, 
radials. 
$3,500 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635.3886. (p20-6d) 
Firewood for Sale. Half and 
half birch and hemlock. $60 a 
cord. Phone 635-7908, (c5-15) 
GARAGE SALE 
To be held at 4740 Oison 
Avenue, Saturday, 
November 11 starting at 11 
a.m. (e2-10) 
Cast-iron box stove-heater. 
$&5.00. Used 2 months. Phone 
635-6601. (p3-13) 
BUILDING 
DEMOLITION SALE 
at 
4702 Tuck Ave. 
Phone 435-2577 
Windows, doors, stoves, G.E. 
trigs, sinks, tables, chairs, 
4000 watt heaters, 500 amp 
service, 100 watt switches, 
plumbing flffings, electric 
fittings, toilets, lamps, 
dishes, desks, dressers-- 
others. (a.ctf) 
Oil furnace complete with 
tank for sale. $250 OBO. 
Changed heating to natural 
gas. Phone 635-3510. (c5.17) 
I pr. K2 244 Canada skis. 175 
em long, complete with 
Tyrolia 250 bindings & 
straps. Used only once. $200 
OBO. Also I ski suit, fits ages 
13-15. $35, Phone Verron at 
635-6766 after 5 p.m. (p2-14) 
Firewood for Sale. Bi'll 
Geier. Box 585, Terrace, B~C. 
Phone 638-1768. (p10.13) 
Grader for hire. Will do 
driveway, parking lots, etc. 
Nothing too big or too small. 
Phone 635.9605. (¢5.103 
Carpentry -- Handyman, 
available. Small jobs 
des i red:  remodel l ing  
cement work, fix-up. For 
information phone 635-3261, 
Richard Wilkemon. (p5-15) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
• winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.215,1 after 
p.m. (tfn.sff) 
NEEDSOME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH fol 
your old furniture 
household items, guns, etc 
Just phone 
638-1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(atlnw-f) 
Prime Industrial 
Property 
PRINCE RUPERT, BaG. 
5.2-t- acres, located in Yeliowhead Centre 
indmtriallParl~;.PHnce Rupert, for sale ~ by '~ 
public tender -closing date 22 November 
19"/8. 
Contact Ms. Angela Plasterer at B.C. 
Hydro, 663-3228, for conditions of sale. 
(a4-9,10,14,16) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or'Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence tn your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft-T) 
SAVE CLEARANCE ON 
1978 MAZDA GLC HATCBBAOKS 
1"'"" I-L°x I • MAZDA 974 Mazda PU rRUCK PU TRUCK 
with flal deck. R e a I c I a s s y 
J Ton mileage maker 
, 52,200 I 55,459 I S2,300 
1974 Mazda P.U. 
Low miles, new tires, 
very dean, well looked 
after truck. 
$2,696 
1978 Obey 
Sootsdale P.U. 
loaded in extras, 
very low miles. 
$7,200 Apply at Avco Financial L ~ 
Avenue, Te=ace, B.C, o, 1976 Oomet 1974 19 § CMO 
~one635.~1oT. (as-IS) | Monaoo J Coupe J Mente Carlo [ llmm/ I 
Required lmm--~ately - | 4 Dr. H.T~ i 2 Door i Air Cood., [ V8 350 i 
Medical Office Assistant. i Auto. PS, PB | | PW, loaded | Lots of extras i 
Receptionist. 
Duties include - Typing, 
Basic Bookkeeping, General 
Office. Medical office ex- 
perience preferred, Office 
experience ssential, Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
perience. 
Please bring resume to 
Lazelle Medical Centre, 102- 
4656 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace. 
(l~-ls) 
The Herald, Friday, November 10, 1978, Page IS 
, WANTED 
'~'i LCoplesof September 12, 1978, 
:i .i, Dally Herald. 
fit " If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (ncffn) 
,-:, 
r~ 
/G 
1974 John Deere 540. New 
engine, 4 chains, in first 
class condition. Phone 635- 
6873. (c10.10) 
PRIME LOT Thornhill 
District. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder • 956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0. (F) 
Five sores at Jack Pine 
Flats which did not flood. 
Approved and developed for 
trailer court. One trailer 
included. $36,500. Please 
phone 635~99. (113-10,17,24) 
Room for rent, one bedroom. BUSINESS 
With kitchen faeilities, for OPPORTUNITIES 
ForSale 
• gentleman. 635-5693. (ci-I0) Complete coffee truck 
One bachelor suite (fur- business for sale. Est. 6 
ulshed) for rent. 2 blocks .years, Endless potential. No 
from town. Includes all competition. Total $5,000 
utilities plus cablevislon Phone 636.4350 •after 4 p.m. 
Single working man (p5-17) 
preferred. Phone 635-6672. 
(!)1-10) 
HILLSIDE LODGE . 
4450 Little Avenue 
leep lng  rooms,  
housekeeping units,; 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day -or week. 
Non.drinkers only, Phone 
635-6611. (ctf-f) 
m 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
aparlments. ~Securlty 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-3521 
638-1032 
(ctf- f) 
I 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
.. Full time manager In 
residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf-f) 
NOTICE 
Check Mazda prices and 
product before buying a I or 
2 year old vehicle. You may 
be paying more than a brand 
new vehicle with no 
warranty! 
Skeena Auto Metal 
Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
D.L. 00391A 
(aft) 
1969 E! Cam[no. Good con- 
dition, new radials. $1,200. 
Ca11635-4716 after 5 p.m. (I)3- 
10) 
Gas rover--35 miles to the 
gallon. Excellent eondition. 
1976 Ford Courier Pickup. 
27,000 miles. Asking $3,600. 
Phone 638-1613 days, 635-5937 
ulght~. (i~-l.~) 
1968 Ford t,~ T. P.U. Runs 
Well. $1000. 635-S787. (pl-10) 
1978 Trane Am TA6.6 Special 
edition. Automatic, P.S., 
P'.B. Black with gold pin. 
stripping. T top and many 
other extras. Call 635.3462 
after 6 p.m. (¢5-17) 
1971 Mazda P.U. Good 
condition. Call 635-5970. (p5- 
17) 
For Sale: 1971 Olds Cutlass 
5 ACRES with small house "S", good condition, has 
~on the. bench Price $45;000. meg wheels & 4 winter tires 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Many 
features mtmt be seen to 
be  appreciated. For ap- 
pointment phone 832-2442 
days,632-6728 evenings. (e14- 
24) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking $35,000. For ap- 
polntment to view phone 635- 
3898. (p20-20n) 
MUSTSELL 
By builder. 2 brand new 
homes. 1040 sq. ft., carpet 
throughout,  f i replace 
carport. 8 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected. For 
a price you can afford --  
under $50,000. For ap- 
pointment to view phone Ben 
Faber Construction. 635- 
7878. (c10-22) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION, 
635-3520. (!15-131 
1974 Chrysler Newport. A-I 
condition. Low mileage. 
Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Best offer over 
$2,500 takes. Phone 635-7878. 
(l~-15) 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic Ignition. Phohe 
635.9580 after 4. (c.th,F) 
1953 Classic Chevy. Com- 
pletely restored to im- 
maculate perfection in- 
cluding button-tufted leather 
interior. Rebuilt engine with 
Edeibroek, dual carbs, 
Mallory, Isky, Hurst and 
many chrome accessories. 
Phone 635-5993, 9 a.m. - 3 
p.m.' (pl0-21) 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L. 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635.6011 
635.4094 
(attn.026) 
Two young gentlemen with 
references require a 2 
bedroom furnished or partly 
furnished house in town. 
Phone 635-4416. (p5.10) 
3 bedroom house wanted to 
rent. Near the high School 
area by Dec. 1, 1978. 635.4334. 
(pS.1O) 
Wanted to Rent: garage 
space for car, 638-84S0. tp4- 
lO) 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom 
house close to town. Phone 
635-6617 or 638.7982. (c5-tY) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3.~76 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept.' 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
1972 Chev Impala. Must sell. 
Good condition. Inquire no. 
44 - 3624 Kalum, Sunnyhill 
Trailer Court. (p3-13) 
For Sale: V.8 Vega. Ex 
cellent condition. High 
performance 350. Phone 635- 
6844, (cl0.nl0) 
1975 Datsun P.U. w-2,000 
engine, Winnebago canopy, 
heavy duty bumper, front 
tire mount. 22,000 miles. Best 
offer. Phone 638-8255 after 5 
p.m. (ctfn-n9) 
1975 Dodge Van. P.S., 318 V- 
8. Excellent work van in 
good condition. 638.1351 after 
5 p.m. lc3-13) 
1967 Mustang. 302 automatic, 
P.S. Bestoffer. 635.9737. (c5- 
15) 
12 x 68 Ihree bdrm. *railer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court • no. 27. Phone 
638.1246. (p20.n22) 
For Sale by Or.her" Double 
wide with gan~ge and tool 
shed. Close to school. Phone 
635-9785. (plO 13) 
For Sale: 1974 Homco 
Diplomat mobile home. 12 x 
68, 2 bedrooms plus laundry 
room & 8 x 16 Ioey shack. Set 
up and skirted at no. 14 in 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will 
sell partially or unf.urnlshed. 
Phone 635.5514 after 5 p.m. 
(p10-15). 
For Rent or Sale: 2 bedroom 
trailer on acreage approx. I0 
miles E. of Terrace. Suitable 
for couple. For information 
)hone 635-2339. (p3-13) 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
NEW MOBILE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you into Van- 
couver all expenses paid. 
Phone collect 437.4311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(a10.27oct) 
nl 
, .MO.~I.L E:HOME. s 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as $100.0(~ 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(Off) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
prompt ly  a r ranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
CHINOOK B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 
TRAILER days or 585-1603 evenings. (t) 
SALES LTD. 
NEW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Camper. of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
paint with extremely well deluxe. Completely loaded. 
finished inferiors and Priced Io sellt Phone 635. 
represent the best of the ,1094. (attn.026) 
personal vehicle market. 
19"/4 Ski-don. Motor is good. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 Phone 635-9504. 4623 
Crew Cab -- low mileage. 7 Straume. (p3-101 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor. 
~500. 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic Incorporate[ $70.00 plus 
trans. Locking hub, Dlesel filing fees. Obtain your 
power. 97000/ lawyer supervised in. 
corporation over the phone 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe fast! Call Self Counsel 
Cutlass Station Wagon. Services toll free, 112.000. 
Slightly above average 663-3007. Chargex and 
mileage. Below average Mastercharge accepted. 
price.. $3600. (off.F) 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low mileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
t'IIINESE FOOD COOK - 
P rev ious  exper ience  
required. $1000 per too. + 
MIXOLOGIST - Should have 
experience. $'/.12 per br. 
WAITRESSES & COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES . Several .  
positions open in the Terrace 
area. 
BABYSITTING & 
HOUSEKEEPING - Several 
positions open in the Terrace 
area. Applicants must 
supply two letters of 
reference. 
TURF  CARE SPECIALIST - 
Must be experienced in sod 
product ion.  Sa la ry  
negotiable. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified. $800+ per 
month. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $1000 per month. 
MECHANIC'S HELPER - 
Must have experience and 
own tools. Salary negotiable. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
Must have experience in 
chain link fencing. $13,000 
per yr. 
GRADER OPERATOR - Cat 
16 grader. Stewart area. 
$1448 per mo. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN - Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
equipment. Salary 
negotiable. 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717+ per 
month. 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR - 
Two positions open 
GROUP HOME RELIEF 
PARENTS - 8 days per 
month. Must be a couple with 
previous experience. $840 
per month. 
P.E. TEACHER. Grades 1 
to 7. $1000 per month. 
PRE.SCHOOL TEACHER . 
Must have experience and 
quai. $800+ per month. 
INSTRUCTORS. Rocreation 
courses for spring term. $5-6 
per hr. 
LOCUM'- Six month position. 
Must have grad. experience 
in internal medicine, 
psychiatry, and obstetrics. 
$2000 per month. 
FIRST AID MAN - All.round 
logger, camp job. Must have 
"C" ticket. IWA rate. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT - 50 
wpm typing. 100 wpm 
shorthand. $946 per month. 
COPY TYPIST - 50-55 wpm 
typing. Short term position. 
$4.00+ per hr. 
GENERAL OFFICE 
CLERK - Filing, mail, 
typing. Temporary position. 
$860 per me. 
AUXILIARY CLERK 
STENO - 4 too. position. 
wpm typing and dictaphone.' 
$956 per me. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
MUSt have bookkeeping and 
nutrition knowledge. $180 per 
week. 
SHOE SALES CLERK 
Prev ious  exper ience  
required. $4.30 per hr. 
CARPENTER - Must have 
own tools. Temporary job. 
Contract basis. 
a 
RECIPE 
Instant Bread Pudding 
Take  Your  Fami ly  To  See Hub Acton 's  Hand iwork  
• Few people ~Jutside of 
the professional theme park 
design field have ever heartl 
of Hub ANion, hilt his cre- 
a t ive  work  has give)) 
pleasure I.o thousands of 
youngster• and adults alike 
-ver the years. 
Finding new ways of 
making a family's vacation 
visit more fun is a happy 
task for Acton, one of the 
wurld's top experts in the 
creative use of fiberglass. He 
spent ten years at Disney- 
land before openinlz his own 
husine•s. Disney's Haunted 
Mansion--which many re- 
gard as a high point  of  
fantasy--was one of his last 
projeets for Disney. He's 
now associated with Kings 
Dominion,a specta0ular $60 
million theme park located 
20 miles north of Richmond, 
Virginia, and 75 miles south 
of Washin~on. D.C. 
Acton's vast shop at 
Kings Dominion is jammed 
w'ith part ial ly completed 
alligators, Tiffany glass, logs, 
pigs, and horses. A huge 
animated bear is in "the 
works currently. Its arms, 
h~ad~, and teeth will move in 
four separate movements. 
'[~..monster will be covered 
by.ia real bear skin to make 
i.te#eai, and scary. A major 
project for Acton this year 
will be construction of the 
Lost World, a $7 million ad- 
venture rides project sched- 
uled for completion in 1979. 
Among the entertaining 
Iwents at Kings Dominion 
'~hich Mr. Aeton constantly 
keeps up-to-date are amuse- 
ment park thrill rides with 
live shows, the park's five 
worlds of fantasy, and back- 
drops for its wildlife pre. 
serve. Here are a few of his 
suggestions for your visit: 
"For a hreathtaking ex- 
perienee, take the kids to 
....................................... Candyapple Grove for a-ride 
on 'The Rebel Yell,'" Aeton 
On a gloomy day when the youngsters are bored, 
introduce them to Instant Bread Pudding. Made with 
JelI-O vanilla flavor instant pudding and pie filling, left- 
over bread' and other on.hand ingredients, it's a dessert 
children enjoy making and eating. And when they have 
a hand in preparing meals, picky appetites uddenly 
improve. One 1/2-cup serving of this particular dessert, 
made with milk and enriched bread, provides about 10 
percent of the U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances 
for protein, calcium and riboflavin. 
INSTANT BREAD PUDDING 
8 to lO slices white bread 
2 packages (4-sarving size) vanilla 
flavor instant pudding and pie filling 
4 cups cold milk 
I/4 teaspoon salt 
114 teaspoon utmeg 
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon 
I teaspoon vanilla 
2 tablespoons brown ~ugar 
114 cup chopped nuts 
Trim crusts from breadi toast and cut into ll2-inch 
cubes. Arrange half of the bread cubes in 1-ll2<luart 
baking dish. Prepare pudding mix with milk as directed 
on package for pudding, adding salt, nutmeg, cinnamon 
and vanilla before beating. Pour half the pudding over 
bread cubes, add remaining bread eubes and top with 
remaining pudding. Combine brown sugar and nuts. 
Sprinkle over pudding, and broil 2 to 3 minutes. Chill. 
Makes 6 cups or 10 to 12 servings. 
says, describing the world's 
fastest double-racing roller 
c,)aster, reaching speeds of 
mort, that) 50 mile• an hour. 
Singing mushrooms, talk- 
ing w, getables, and other 
animated features, which 
add so much enjoyment, are 
hallmarks . r  the creativity 
of a fi,w (h,dicated crafts. 
men like Iluh Aeh)n and his 
staff. 
Beinll proud of his shop's 
era ftsnl:ttlship, though, is 
only part of Aelon's enjov- 
m,,nt of his role at Kings 
Dominion. "The real payoff 
is watching the crow(I," he 
says. "! wan(h,r out there ;ill 
the time, looking at the kids 
when tlwy see somethinl~ 
for the first time. Like this." 
l ie p. in led  to a I)ew 
le-" -°1 
TIMBER SALE 
IJCENCE A-1O;3 '~ . 
THERE will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by =he Forest 
Ranger al Hazel0on, B.C. at 
II:00 a.m. on November 24; 
1978, Ihe Licence A10732, io 
cu~ 36,230 cunlts of Hemlock, 
Balsam, Spruce, Lodgepole. 
Pine, Cedar located a~ VCL 
N Boundary of Lm 3022 in ~he 
viciniW of Dyne Lake. 
Two ~21 years will be 
allowed for removal of 
*i mber. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable =o a.tend =he aachen 
in person may submil a 
sealed zender, ~o be opened 
a~ ~he hour of aucqon and 
~rea~ed as one bid. 
Parqculars may be ob 
~alned from the Regional 
Manager Marke~ Place, 
Prince RuperL B.C, or ~he 
Fores~ Ranger, Box 215, 
Hazel*on, B.C. tt~l 
3,10,17,24,31, Nut .7,14,21) 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE  DEL IV  E RY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now ava i lab le  on our lovely 14 wide and. 
doublewide mobi le  homes. You choose your  
decor,  and we custom bui ld to suit. 
Government  grant  of $2500 appl icable.  
Expense paid fare  Vancouver  - return. For 
free credi t  check and approva l  please phone 
collect. 
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
,..,,.. ,ow,o, .u,=.en,. Give to • Excellent buy for large 12 year old mare. Part 
passenger and cargo Morgan. For further in- 
, , c i ty .  $3100. formation eall . ,  , , , ,  , , ,  C h r i s t m a s  
151 
1974 oldsmobile Regency 98. - - 
Four door, fully equipped, Seals  
new radial tires. $3000. 
.197S GMC s/, Ton Camper ~. ~#j. Canada 
Special Pick.up Truck. 8200 90 Hough Leader. 1976 - 2600 1978 
O.V.W. 454 engine, dual hours. 1976 four wheeldrive. 
exhaust, camper package. For the two - $85,000. Phone 
Excellent condition. $$S00. 635-2933. (pl0-21) * 
Oeoler no, D1113A. (actf-n I ) ~ ~ / ~  
Blue V, T. Dodge P.U. 4 Buying? Selling " ' - "  
speed, wall to wall, AM.FM 
tapedeck. Many extras, use  HERALD 
Must be seen. 5445 Hepple YO(.IR gift is a Matter 
Re. 6 .6701. fc8.131 classifieds of Life and Breath 
fiberglass tree sit, rap, made- 
as if a keyb,Jard had been 
carved frem its surface. 
"We'll have a frawg, an ani- 
mated frawg sitting there 
playing that keyboard.  
They'll Ilk,, that, l expect. 
But the real pleasure? Yogi's 
cave. Yes. that's the top one, 
I exit,el." 
Huh Acton built that, 
too. 
Large Reward 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One year 
old, wearing choker chain. 
Ears not cut. Answers to the 
name of Dilllnger. Reward 
offered. Phone 635-5937 or 
636-1613 (aft) 
' ,~ i l rA I I J  
WANTED 
September 1 2, 1 978  
Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
NO MONEY 
DOWN?? 
l! TRY YOUR TRADE IN !1 
New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Only $16,900 
Del ivered and set up in B.C. - Let us 
help you to qua l i fy  for  month ly  
payments  of only  $189!1 
- Purchasers wi l l  enjoy expen~;~ p'aid'"  
f l ights & a i rpor t  p ickup .  Ninety" "• 
homes for immediate  de l ivery .  
Munday Homes Ltd. 
6401 Kingsway Phone Collect 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 1E1 (1121 437-1184 
HEAD BULLBUOKER 
O~r Queen Charlotte Islands Woodlands 
Division requires a Head Bullbuckar to 
organize and direct the falling and bucking of 
22S,000 cunits of timber per year. Respon- 
sibilities will include supervising three 
I~llbuckers who dlred the work of 40 fallars. 
Applicants must hove at least two years' 
experience as a bulibucker within the 
province. Housing Is available In Port 
Clements, B.C. 
Interested applicants shouM forward a 
resume to: 
Marcia Furlan 
Placement Officer 
MacMillan Bloedel 
1015 West Georgia Sfrent 
Vancouver, B.C. ViE 3R9 
We have a 
Sales Opportunity 
for uniquely qualified 
WELDORS! 
Y.t,  will I., selling welding a l l .ys  and t,quilt. 
lilt'Ill, ~t,rvice and s vs l t ' lns  I t .  D ttl lwr wt,hl.rs 
and t .  Iflanl managetttt,nl at ;111 h,v,,Is. 
I f you have w,,itlin¢ eXl.,ricnct, 
f ,~. and en.j-y delntmstratin~ ymlr 
_ _~ wehlin~ ~ ~ I .-, ~ ,  tilh,r v ,u . . .  
~'~.  ~' . ('ttnq,h.,,,, raittin,~. 
A\"~ ~ Iligilt,st qual i ty Im.lucts.  
"~'~ " ,'C'~ \ Salary lihl~,'ttmlni~itin. 
" J\ , C. r n"ti,,'aT' 
: j~  ~ \ Pr.h.,' lt,d .ah,. t,.rritttrv. 
~ ~ -' Call "Collect" for Inlerview: 
I ~ ~  LANCE MORLEY 
r 7= i~ ~1~)~ 604.635.6302 
V ~ jf'~(~[~--~-'~ Tues. 14th Nov. 
- -  'L ' 9 A.M - 3:30 PM. 
~" Slumber Lodge. Terrace 
|fBB . I~ | J c  4702 l,akelse. I,.F F 
EUTECTIC 
aslnlin Canada Ltd. 
. i 
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Dear Abby 
DEAR ABBY: lfa doctor is not stable in his personal 
life, would you lone confidence inhim as a physician? 
I think my doctor is the best for miles arotu]d, but 
now that he is in the process of getting his fourth 
divorce, I wonder if it's possible for his judgement tobe 
so bad in one deportment but not in another. 
His first wife was a fine, attractive woman. He 
simply tired of her and found a new love. It was the 
same story with the other three. He made generous 
settlements on all of them. 
How would you feel, Abby? Would you still have 
confidence in him as a doctor? 
WONDERING IN TEXAS 
DEAR WONDERING: I know It's possible for some 
people to be brilliant in thelr own fields, but InepL 
inexperienced and hopelesaly naive In other matters. 
Personally, as long as my physician provides me with 
competent professional care, how he handles his 
personal lfe Is hlw own business. 
DEAR ABBEY: I am 42 and very much in love with a 
beautiful, 27-year-old model. Her divorce (for which I 
am paying) is now vending. She has three children. 
1 bought her a new car, and have spent more than 
$15,000 on eloJhes for her and her children in the last six 
months. She says she loves me, but I don't see much of 
her. I see her only on Monday nights because on 
Tuesdays she sees an old boyfriend she says she has to 
"let down easy." On Wednesday night she goes out 
with her boss. On Thursday night she goes out with the 
girls, on Friday night she stays home and does her 
laundry, and she lets her husband come over on 
weekends because he misses the kids. 
My friends ay I am being taken for a ride. Am I? 
SAMMY INMIAMI 
DEAR SAMMY: Not only are  you being taken for a 
ride, you'll be lucky if you aren't killed in the traffic. 
DEAR ABBY: My conscience isbothering me and I 
have other problems, too. I'm a IS-year-old who 
everybody thinks is a "very nice girl." But I'm not as 
nice as they think. 
Myt girlfriend and I went to a movie one Saturday 
and let ourselves be pinked up by a couple of guys. 
They had a car so we went for a ride afterwards. We 
parked and made out (only light necking--nothing 
serious). We really aren't pickups and don't know what 
made us act like that. 
Well, I've seen this guy a couple of times on the sneak 
since then, but he never wants to come in and meet my 
parents. All he ever wants is to pork and make out. I 
really like him, Abby. How can I make this a respec- 
table relationship? I feel ashamed and dirty. 
AIRES 
DEAR AIRES: Even nice girls sometimes act on an 
Impulse, so don't be so quick to put yourself down. Yon 
can make your relationship respectable by telling the 
boy that yon (a) are through snealdng around to meet 
Idm. (b) Insisting that he meet your parents, if he 
doesn't agree, lose him. He'a only interested in using 
you. 
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's 
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write 
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, CalIL 90212. En- 
close II and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed 
envelope, please. 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
ARIF~ 
(M=. 21 to A~r. ,0~T,~,~ 
Don't let that lively 
imagination run away or you 
will be putting round pegs in 
square holes and vice versa. 
Zero in on the facts -- just the 
facts. 
TAURUS 21) ~ "  
(Apr. 21 to May 
An admirer of yours is going 
to put a good word in the right 
ear. I t  can result "in the 
recognition you deserve, but 
have not yet received. 
(May 22 to June 21) 11 
When it comes to problems, 
don't shy away from help. 
You'll find solutions come 
more easily if you will consult 
a wise and well-disposed 
friend. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~=~ 
What's your hurry? Slow 
down and you will get more 
done in the long run. Your 
lesson for today: Tackle one 
job at a time. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 20) ~3t r~ 
Allow enough time for the 
major task at hand. You have 
a tendency to minimize work, 
and then you're shocked when 
it takes much longer than 
anticipated. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 
Things are not going quite 
as smoothly as it might seem. 
Be prepared for a few unex- 
pected developments in a 
romantic or finandal matter. 
LIBRA 
(sept. u to oct. 23) .n - ,  m 
You are tormenting yourself 
with suspense. Instead of 
wonderiug which way thin.gs 
will go, ask the question that 
will resolve the situation one 
way or the other. 
SCORPIO 
(o~t. ~4 to Nov. 2~ ~Ri~"  
Your stubborn streak can 
cause some problems today. 
You nmy have to give in --  at 
least in a romantic matter. 
SAGrrrARIUS }t~# 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
The season could be the 
reason why you have the 
blues. Stop feeling alone and 
start making an effort o meet 
new people. 
CAPRICORN ¢~.~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Family matters are very 
much on your mind today. You 
can help a clone relative to 
solve the problem that oc- 
onpies all of his time, 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Your natural optimi~n is 
put to the test today, but 
wisely ou don't let a little and 
unimportant setimck get you 
down. ' 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
This working day will take a 
lot out of you, but every effort 
you make will pay off hand. 
somely before too long. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
lover of people, loyal to your 
family and friends, depen- 
dable in crisis. A streak of 
wanderlust in your makeup 
gives you a yearning to travel, 
meet new people, explore new 
places. A nature lover, you 
also are very much into the 
arts. If you cannot find a 
career in the theater, writing, 
or music, you will do nicely in 
business. Wherever you turn 
your talents, you will show a 
strong sense of purpose and 
your versatility will prove 
invaluable. BL,'thdate of: Jane 
Froman, singer; Richard 
Burton, actor; J.P. Marquard, 
novelist. 
'c)1978 King Features Syndicate. inc. 
lit  l Aii 
"3" g 
; ' 771:: 
l II i~,:'7: r 
"1 dofft know how you manage to eat all my 
cooking and never put on any weight." 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ " 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Rodent 
5 Conflict 
8 Heroic in 
scale 
12 Gershwin 
and i,evin 
13 Spamsh 
gold 
14 Fountain 
drink 
15 Garages' 
relatives 
17 Allowance 
for waste 
18 Valuable 
possessions 
19 Gladdens 
21 Negative 
particle 
22 Topers 
23 Surpass 
26 l.amprey 
28 Parts that 
mesh 
31 Excited 
33 Morning 
moisture 
35 l,oeation 
36 Vermont city 
38 Herd uf 
whales 
40 lair ' 58 Carmine 
41 A tissue 59 Sleigh 
43 Sailor DOWN 
45 Wooden I Type size 
pegs 2 Macaws 
47 Evaded 3 Autos 
51 Idi - 4 Graceful tree 
52 Doorway 5 Serge or 
curtain gab~rdine 
54 Rich source 6 Skill 
55 Female 7 Flowers 
sheep 8 landed 
56 Zola properties 
novel 9 Egyptian 
57 Ending for seaport 
young 10 -- fixe 
or pun I1 Felines 
Average solution time: 26 min. 
ll-I 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
16 Indian 
20 Pilot's 
record 
23 Public 
conveyance 
24 Turkish 
officer 
25 Fermented 
beverage 
27 Limb 
29 Abbr. on 
map 
30 Oriental 
coin 
32 More 
verdant 
31 Irrigated 
37 Building 
wing 
39 Brewing 
ingredient 
42 Turkish 
money of 
account 
44 Destroys 
45 Beaver 
structures 
46 Leave out 
48 Transaction 
49 Sea eagle 
50 Lifeless 
53 Be in debt 
. . . .  II .... I I " " W  
'" -  : p° I  18 t 19 
I 
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54 155 
57 ~5~ 
~43 [~ m,[I 
9 10 11 
NN 
29 3O 
4U 
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48 49 50 
CRYPTOQUIP I I- I 
SHPGCPB TAZ SCCBMAS GSCZAJ  
HM JHZT 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- PAMPERED WOMAN NO WOOS 
DEAR SANTA'S ESTEEM. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: A equals E
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in wldch each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Selutlon is accomplished by trial and error. 
(c) 1ff78 King fiitutes Syndicate, inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
.., , ~, ~ ! 1 ~  ..~,->,., J  
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
/ HAVIN$T~I~ / I ;  I 5~/N ~INttEII~B i.i.~v u,,t-, I : : :  W~,~.K.I...li~_. 
B.C.  
• 
f THI~ B~RPsT~r PLY. I~  
I r~e GTAR..~ AT N~,¢r 
S T~AT ~,Ve U~ FLIC.~-I~ I 
l "THe ~ THAT ~E~/'S I 
(~.tSIN ZONt~,R, ..~la- [ 
~#RIC/~N #v~4l~ ~D~O<- I 
M~ ON'P/COF/t~ I 
~ P~'q  .... I 
_td 3(~ ,~. ,: 
"1. 4 
By Johnny Hart 
of = WONDF~o~THi~, r ~ - - - - ~  
, T~T ~^~ ~e,ui::>~. j _~,....., _.,..% I ,;1 
! TOOAY~ f~EST 
/~ MR. MI/,E~ 
I! ! P OTA.~f, A/ffHOR THANK 
ANP PP~Ff:f~/ON- YOI/, I~. 
NE~OOM~ A~, /,=~/ / I 
- . . .  . ~ . ,  
By Gary Trudeau 
MI/.~, (/.f./.L/ FVE /I/g4~ 
7f~L I~3, HAP A CERTAIN AP- 
W//~/ PlP 7Tr#~ FOR K BUT 
YOU FI~"f Z f~.lf.~ I DIDNT" 
I~-  P~/.LYBEfilNHUff/'- 
f~l'ED IN IHG AIY.~LF UNTIL 
PA/N ? AF/~ COffeE. 
!Oi I .; 
YOU ~ ~JT THAT~ 
MO~T OF YOL/P, A C~IgP 
! / 
e t):. lN 
',!~: ~ . i  '¸ ~ i . ,~k  ¸'  ~, ~ ~ 
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SUPPLEMENT TO TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALD Friday, November 10, 1978 
Saturday, 
November 11 
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The role of Legion Associate Members 
byRonOowe asked over the years, and more involved and sub- servicemans ci~l~s~.!intolth~ 
Who are Associate there have been many an- stantiate their membership. Legion in 19~ a,d iup, •until 
Members? What are swers. In this article we hopo From the time of its the Dominion Cbmm/ind 
Associate Members? Why do to explain the whys and conception in 1919 as the Convention f1972,: theRoyal 
we have Associate Mere- wherefores and perhaps Great War Veterans Canadian Legion Was'an ex- 
berg? These are the create the desire in more of Association through the servicemans abkbeiatlbn 
questions that many have our associates to become amalgamation withother ex- with membershipS' on- 
TERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
LIMITED 
' i  
REMEMBRANCE DAY 
Silence has covered the fields where once the men did fight. 
Poppies have covered the graveyards where there once was 
a horrible sight, 
"Do you remember?" the people say, 
"Do you remember that glorious day, 
When peace fell on this war at last, 
When all the fighting was in the past, • 
Where once there were guns in every hand, 
There is now a peaceful and glorious land." 
Sharon Seaton 
Phone 636-6959 4916 W Highway 16 
Strange 
Meeting 
It seemed that out of battle I escaped 
Down some profound ull tunnel, long since scooped 
Through granites which titanic wars had groined, 
Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned, 
Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred. 
Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared 
With piteous recognition in fixed eyes, 
Lifting distressful hands as if to bless. 
And by his smile, I knew that sullen hall, 
By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell, 
With a thousand pains that vision's face was grained; 
Yet no blood reached there from the upper ground, 
And no guns thumped, or down the flues made moan. 
'Strange friend,' I said, 'here is no cause to mourn. 
'None,' said the other, 'save the undone years, 
The hopelssness. Whatever hope is yours, 
Was my life also; I went hunting wild 
After the wildest beauty in the world, 
Which lies not calm in eyes, or braided hair, 
But mocks the steady running of the hour, 
And if it grieves, grieves richlier than here. 
For of my glee might many men have laughed, 
And of my weeping something had been left, 
Which must die now. I mean the truth untold, 
The pity of war, the pity war distilled. 
Now men will go content with what we spoiled, 
Or discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled, 
They will be swift with swiftness of the tigress. 
None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress. 
Courage was mine, and I had mystery, 
Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery: 
To miss the march of this retreating world 
Into vain citadels that are not walled. 
Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels, 
I would go up and wash them from sweet wells, 
Even with truths that lie too deep for taint, 
I would have poured my spirit without stint 
But not through wounds; not on thecess of war. 
Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were. 
I am the enemy ou killed, my friend. 
I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned 
Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed, 
I parried; but my hands were loath and cold. 
Let us sleep now .... WILFRED OWEN 
TERRACE INTERNATIONAL TRUCK 
• & EQUIPMENT LTD. 
5020 H|ghway 16 Phone 635-7211 
~fo~. until the year 1957 this 
:meihbership Was reserved to 
those x-service persons who 
had actually served in a 
theatt~ of war. At the con- 
vention in 1972 strong 
pressure was successful in 
Associates, which would be 
open to sons and daughters 
of ordinary members, ex. 
service personnel of any of 
Her Majesty's allies in any 
conflict in which Canada was 
titlement open only to tho6e the creation of a new cont'd, pg. 8 
whohsd served in'anali ied, c lass i f i ca t ion ,  the 
Burdet t  
D is t r ibutors  
i 
~ , . : " .  ~ : .  
ON WINGS OF THE MORNING 
A sudden roar, a mighty rushing sound, ~ ~., ,~: • 
a jolt or two, a smoothly sliding rise, :~ .:. ~ .,: 
a tumbled blur of disappearing ground, . - ~ . , 
and then all sense of motion slowly dies. 
Quiet and calm, the earth slips past below, ~.,~ 
as underneath a bridge still waters flow. 
My turning wing inclines towards the ground; 
The ground itself glides up with graceful swing 
and at the plane's far tip twirls slowly round, 
then drops from sight again beneath the wing 
to slip away serenely as before, 
a cubist.patterned carpet on the floor. 
4801 W Highway 16 636-2818 
i 
REMEMBRANCE DAY 
Men alone in a field 
Lying in their coffins Sealed 
The men were dying 
The women were crying 
The poppies did grow 
Both high and low 
Throughout Flander's Field 
Where men had died 
For their country's pride 
Throughout our world so wide. 
,,S ,~ Teddy Rowland 
~nom a. 1976 
~ .,..ro!~ bns au;tl,%,1.1~bnu ~il ns., ,dJ 1o ~, 
TERRACE DRUGS 
3207 Kalum 
636.7274 
LAKELSE PHARMACY 
4717 Lakelse 
635-7263 
Lest We Forget 
4342 Lakelse Phone 636-7100 
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Reverse, neutral or drive? 
by" Mary Ann Burdett 
As.the proud tif somewhat 
leery) mother of a teenage 
son who has just obtained his 
drivers licence and started 
'cruising' it seems that most 
things in my life at the 
moment relate in some way 
to the herding of a motor 
vehicle from point 'A' to 
point 'B'. Perhaps then. it is 
not unusual that I would 
liken our progress toward a 
new Legion building to 
drivinga car. 
First of all the decision to 
go somewhere must be 
made. This it would appear 
we have already done. We at 
Branch No. 13 have decided 
to go somewhere, 
The next step is to get in 
the vehicle and start up the 
motor-  this also has been 
done. 
The Development Com- 
mittee, comprised. of O.A. 
Kaulbeck. R, Qowe, M. 
Fosberry and D. ~ales. has 
its motor and that of Branch 
No. 13 revved up, warm and 
raring to go. In the process of 
warming the motor you will 
note there "Yms been some 
clearing done on the 
proposed site, the initial 
submission has gone in to 
Command and the initial 
rejection received 'back as 
can be anticipated prior lto 
the motor being completely 
warm. However that is just a 
minor backfire and can no 
doubt be remedied. 
There are quotes, casts 
and information coming in 
from many sources making 
it obvious that our "motor' 
has been working over time 
and however we propel this 
vehicle from here on we owe 
that working 'motor' a vote 
of thanks. Like all good 
motors it will have to con- 
tinne working for us if we are 
to arrive at our destination 
and this they have assured 
us they wilido. There may be 
need of an oil change or 
minor repair now and again 
and certainly we will have to 
'gas' up occasionally but that 
motor will run! 
Now it is up to us - -  the 
members of Branch No. 13, 
to decide i~'hlob way to go. 
The m0tor will run like a 
charm but ff we remain in 
neutral we are going No 
where With a capital 'N'. We 
can throw it in reverse and 
lose the ground we have 
gained, waste the gas we 
used warming up and end up 
behind the starting point OR 
we can put it into drive and 
GO. 
Unlike driving a car~ 
throwing the Legion into 
forward gear involves more 
than idling or backing up. It 
will take every" member of 
this branch ~almost 1,000 of 
us) combining our efforts to 
make this "shift'. Everyone 
of us can help -- tradesmen. 
contractors, housewives, 
truck drivers, clerks. 
professional people, any 
interested member, 
Start by coming out to the 
general meetings on the 
second Tuesday of each 
month and see what is going 
on. YoUr suggestions, ideas 
and knowledge are not just 
welcome, they are 
necessary. As w'e progress to 
GORDON 
& 
ANDERSON 
REMEMBER THE DEAD 
• Six feet under, they lie in the ground; 
Their graves in rows, poppy bound. 
Remember those who died in vain; 
There was blood and gore and lots of pain. 
Every.day they went out to fight; 
Many did not come back, a few the next night. 
So let us remember those who fought; 
For it was peace that they sought. 
It was the llth hour of the llth month 
the slaughter was over; 
And many of the men lie under poppies and clover, 
PatsY Gowe 
1976 
. . • ,. , '  . 
?, 
4606 Lazolle Phone 635-6670 
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WHAT i EXPECTED 
What I expected was 
Thuntler, fighting, 
Long struggles with men 
And climbing, 
After continual straining 
I should grow strong; 
Then the rocks would shake 
And I should rest long. 
What I had not foreseen 
Was the gradual day 
Weakening the will 
Leaking the brightness away, 
The lack of good to touch 
The fading bf body and soul 
Like smoke before wind 
Corrupt, unsubstantial. 
The wearing of Time, 
And the watching of cripples pass 
With limbs shaped like questions 
Itl their odd twist, 
The lmlverous grief 
Melting the bones with pity, 
~he sicg falling from earth-- : 
These, I could'not foresee. 
For I had expected always 
Some brightness tohold in trust 
Some final innocence 
To save from dust; 
That, hanging solid, 
Would dangle through all 
Like the created poem 
Or the dazzling crystal. 
STEPHEN SPENDER 
Valley Mobile Homes 
4109 Substation Phone 636-4043 
the financing and actual 
building there will be a way 
for everyone of us to help. 
Let us know what you can 
and will do -- contact Ron 
Gewe, Kaul Kaulheck or any 
executive member. We need 
you. 
Do we want a new building 
to contribute othe progress 
of Terrace, to enjoy our° 
selves and to further the 
wo~tk$ of the Royal Canadiar 
Legion as a worthwhile ion8 
living organization? It is Ul: 
to us Comrades, what will it 
be ... Reverse? neutral? oz 
drive? ? 
"REMEMBER THE SOLDIERS" 
We remember the soldiers 
who fought for their lives, 
To save their children and tl~eir wives. 
Many of the men did die 
And so many of their wives did cry. 
Guns and cannons roared over the field 
And from this death there was no shield 
Now poppies grow throughout that field 
And when we see a poppy 
we should remember 
The men who fought for our lives 
and our freedom. /, 
Mary Sterner (1976) 
I *" TIIIIIACiE CO-OP Phone 63§-03~1'/ 401"/Greig . 
FREEDOM: 
MAN-MADE 
NOT 
GOD-GIVEN! 
SKOGLUND LOGGING LTD. 
6106 W Highway 16 Phone 635-6521 
. .4  
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Cpl. Scott Spencer - 61iding Scholarship 
MOUNTVIEW BAKERY LTD. 
Lazelle Phone 635,6650 
TOTEM T.V. 
CENTRE LTD. 
REMEMBRANCE 
It was those millions of men who died for us 
Freedom was important so they thought of us 
On November 11th on the eleventh our 
We all sit still and remember their power 
They had a choice to fight or surrender 
This is one important thing we must remember. 
Betty Rwgrok 
1976 
4607 Lakelse Phone 635-5810 
by Crystal Wilgore 
Wash your hands, War. 
They're dirty. You torment, you bleed, you reek of 
The pains and cries of a million forgotten men. 
You dance and kick and tlu'ow your head with glee. Vooml 
You're not so grand--no, not .all. 
Wash your hands, War. 
Don't hey bother you? Can you bear to look and touch 
Them day after day? 1 could not, I would not--nor ff! 
Were you. 
I,m told that you do sbme good for the world. They say 
You make men of mice; they say you strengthen, unite, 
A~'or.-.-.e the cause for protection of a common ri~.ht: 
Maybe you do. 
BuL you take young husbands from their wives and babies 
Never to return again, 
You summon the best we have to offer, promising perhaps 
To soon return. 
They seldom do. 
You caused to be destroyed arts and wonders of centuries 
Sweat, Long tortuous hours of creation and agony mean 
Nothing to you. You tear them to whorled shredds within 
The wink of an eye. 
Have you a mirror, War? 
Do you look into it each day? See you the once starry. 
Eyed maiden whose lover you took away? See you the 
graying 
Old mother who wrings her hands, rocks, rocks, and prays 
That she may see her son in her old age? See you the 
Dying babe whose eyes roll around in their sockets and 
Whose tiny stomach contracts and rumbles with pangs of 
Hunger? His wretched mother lies beside him. Her 
Milkless breasts heave with discontent; she dies, her 
Child dies. War, see you all of this. 
Wash your hands War. 
Oh, how great the effort to get them clean. 
Wash for eternity. Wash with all the soaps and waters 
Of a~es to come! You faill 
You'll never get them clean, War--no, not now, or ever 
Or even after that. You'll never--your effort's 
Wasted. War. 
MacGILLIS & GIBBS CO. 
4660 KEITH AVENUE 
PHONE 636-2277 (BC) LTO, 
Past Presidents of Royal 0anadian Legion voc Calder 1954 
J. Kirkaldy 1919-1920 A. Atree 1938 A• Darby 1955-1956 
W. Brewer 1921 R W Beecher 1938-1940 t F. Stewart 1957 
S.N.G. Kirkaldy 1922 " " zz~,~ao~, A,~ti,,,~ 'O.A. Kaulbeck 1958 
. . . . . . . . . .  -,-~,..D K. McKay 
w.A" CreelmanEggelshaw 1924-19251922 ,~Y~re~ahn e 1959-1960 R. r 1941-1942 T Fletcher 61 
• 1943-1944 0 '  Baxter 1961. 
J. Harrison 1920 L.G. Casey 1945 O" Baxter 1962 
E.M. Lawrence 1927, R.M. Dubeau 1946 Jack Sharpies 1963 
First Pres. of Royal L. Johnstone 1947 M. Alger 1964-1965 
J. Nelson " 1928 1966 
W. Oliver 1929 1967 
L.H. Kenny 1930 .1968 
F. HaM 1931 1969 
R. Bencher 1932-1933 1970 
R.M.E. Dubeau 1934-1937 1971-1972 
1973-1976 
1976 
1977 
Present 
R• Cooper 1948 
S.N.G. Kirkaldy 1959 
J, Barman 1950 
Dec Calder 1951 
E..Sargent 1952 
J. Glen 1953 
N. Nattress 
S. SheaSby 
Tom Kenna 
L. Haymes 
Derek Hales 
Paul Bogelund 
Den Walker 
Jim Switzer 
Dave Simons 
H.G. Barg 
Legion 
Ladies 
THE MAN HE KILLED 
'*Had he and I but met 
By some old ancient inn, 
We should have sat us down to wet 
Right many a nipperkin! 
"But ranged as infantry, 
And staring face to face, 
I shot at him as he at me, 
And killed him in his place. 
"I shot him dead because-- 
Because he was my foe, 
Just so: my foe of course he Was; 
That's clear enough; although 
"He thought he'd 'list, perhaps, 
Off-hand like--jast as I; 
Was out of work, had sold his traps-- 
No other reason why. 
"Yes; quaint and curious was is! 
You shoot a fellow down 
You'd treat if met where any bar is, 
Or help to half-a-crown." 
• Thomas Hardy 
A.? Jeert & 
McCaffery Ltd. 
4006 W Highway 16 635-72§4 
Auxiliary 
The Ladies Auxiliary 
Branch 13, Terrace, is a busy 
and active auxiliary -- 64 
members, 5 life members 
and 2 charter members, 
Mrs. Mae Cole and Mrs. 
Rose Turner, still residing in 
Terrace. The auxiliary 
received its charter in Oc- 
toher 1927 -- 5! years ago. 
The auxiliary raises funds 
with two annual 
smorgasbords a year, Spring 
and Fall; two dances per 
year; an annual bazaar, and 
through catering. Funds 
raised are donated to the 
branch. In addition annual 
donations are also made to 
the Retarded Children, Air 
Cadets, Northwest Music 
Festival and Shanghnessey 
Hospital 'and to the Nor- 
thwestern Zone Ladies 
Auxiliary comprised of 
auxiliaries from Masset, 
Queen Charlotte City, Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat, Kemano, 
Stewart, Houston, Smithers 
and Terrace. 
Funds from the Nor- 
thwestern Zone go to 
Shaughnessey Hospital, 
George Derby Hospital and 
the Central Hospital Fund, 
the latter distributing the 
hinds where the, l!eed is most 
in  the veteran,s,hospitals. 
The amdliary assists the 
branch when called upon, 
presently with the sale of 
wreaths and poppies for 
Remembrance Day. 
The membership of the 
auxiliary is open to any 
women who are prepared to 
~ive their time and effort to 
the auxiliary on behalf of 
veterans and ex-service 
personnel. . 
FOR THO~SE WHO DIED 
Poppies grow side by side 
In Flander's Field 
Where men have died. 
They lie there now; 
Their fear is gone, 
They have been lying, 
for so long. 
They fought for their country 
And died in the midst 
From enemy bullets that didn't miss, 
Their families visit 
On Remembrance Day 
And put wreathes 
On each one's grave. 
On November 11th 
We buy poppies 
To give to the widows 
And orphans of those 
Who lie in Flander's Field 
Where the brilliant poppy grows, 
4621 Lazolle 
DON'S MEN'S APPAREL 
.,~, , .~.. 
..g.' N~ 
Patti McDonagh 
1976 
835-6659 
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Royal Canadian Legion 
Remembrance 
Program 
10:30 A.M. 
Parade forms at the Safeway Parking Lot - 
North East Corner. 
Parade Marshall: Comrade H, Barg. 
10:30 A.M. - 
The Parade marches off to the Tillicum Theatre. 
IN THE TILLICUM THEATRE 
10:49 A.M. - 
Opening Prayer by Rev. W.H. Tatum 
10:54 A.M. - 0 CANADA 
"0 Canada, our home and native land 
True patriot love in all thy sons command 
With glowing hearts we see thee rise, 
The true north strong and free, 
And stand on guard, 0 Canada, 
We stand on guard for thee. 
0 Canada, glorious and free, 
We stand on guard, we stand on guard for thee 
0 Canada, we stand on guard for thee." 
i0:56 A.M. - 
Hymn -"Abide With Me" 
Abide with me; fast i'a~ls the eveaticie;. 
The darkness deepens; Lord, with me abide;. 
When other helpers fail; and comforts flee, 
Help of the helpless, 0 abide w~th me. 
5wilt to its close ebbs out life's liStle day; 
Earth's joys grow dim, its glories pass away; 
.Change and decay in all around I see; 
0 thou, who changest not, abide with me. 
Hold thou thy cress before my closing eyes; 
Shine through the gloom, and point me to the 
sides; 
Heaven's morning breaks, and earth's vain 
shadows flee; 
In life, in death, 0 LORD, abide with me. 
11:00 A.M. - Last Post 
"They shah grow notold, as we that are left grow 
old 
Age shall not weary them nor the years con- 
demn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the morn'rag. 
We will remember them." 
11:02 A.M. - Buglers Reveille. 
Lament - Joe Burke 
Address by Rev. Lt. Jack Striekland. 
Message by President H.G. Barg 
Hymn - "O' God Our Help in Ages Past" 
0 GOD, our help in ages past, 
Our hope .for years to come, 
Our shelter from the stormy blast,. 
• 4 
i! ¸ . 
2~ 
And our eternal home! 
Time, like an ever-rolling stream, 
Bears all its sons away; 
Then fly, forgotten, as a dream 
Dies at the opening day. 
O GOD, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come; 
Be thou our guard while troubles last, 
And our eternal home! 
God S~ve The Queen 
Branch .o.13 
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CENOTAPH SERVICE• 
Following the service in the theatre the parade 
will re-form in front of the theatre and proceed to 
the Cenotaph for the laying of the wreaths. 
Laying of the wreaths. 
Prayer by Rev. W.H. Tatum 
Parade return to forming up point. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary High School Band in 
Attendance. 
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The Legion today :. 3 functions 
c by RonOowe legislation to see that it unless we carw on. Your leadership consista of is not done for the ex.service 
"~ The Legion teday has three provides adequate support of committee sees no difficulty always understood. As your members, their dependants 
main functions, They are pensionable veterans, we in maintaining our com. committee sees it, leader- and for the community: 
service to the veteran must continue to seek out r, mnity involvement as long ship does not mean great what is out of date and 
population, good sound and advise those who are as thewilland the leadership shining stars who, by virtue should be changed: what is 
community" involvement and unaware of what assistance are available, of their abilities,, can antiquated and should be 
leadership at all levels, is available to them should overshadow lesser mortals, discontinued: legionnaires 
SERVICE WORK they qualify. This obligation LEADERSHIP What is needed is who can persuade their 
.~sistance toour veteran has never changed and as The third area of concern legionnaires capable of fellow members to do what 
membership is the most long as there is a need it is leadership and "what assessing what needs to be has to be done. 
important ofour tasks. While should he the prime 
we must maintain a constant obligation of the Royal 
review ofexisting v terans',,.,,.,.,,.,..~.,.~.... Canadian Legion. Remembrance. & Poppies 
Arms And The Boy 
Let the boy" try along this bayonet-blade 
How cold steelis, and keen with hunger of blood; 
Blue with all malice, like madman's flash; 
And thinly drawn with famishing for flesh, 
Lend him to stroke these blind, blunt bullet-heads 
Which long to nuzzle in the hearts of lads, 
Or give him cartridges of fine zinc teeth, 
Sharp with the sharpness of grief and death. 
For his teeth seem for laughing round an apple. 
There lurk no claws behind his fingers supple; 
And God will grow no talons at his heels, 
Nor antlers through the thickness of his curb. 
WILFRED OWEN 
4136 Lakelse Phone 636-79"/7 
---"ffiftWff(~ 
We must also assist the 
hOt, pensionable members 
who are reaching old age. 
Never have we experienced 
this problem on such a scale 
because so many of our 
members fall into the 
bracket of aging veterans. 
What are the problems 
that our aging members 
face? The first perhaps is 
their ability to maintain 
their independence and 
living standard and to live in 
their own homes, even if it 
requires some help from 
others. The second is 
lineliness amongst those who 
are not able to move in the 
mainstream of social ac- 
tivities. They should not be 
forgotten nor should they 
feel forgotten, Some 
members need assistance to 
keep medical appointments, 
to move and to make travel 
plans, Some require meals 
on wheels, telephone call 
programs and assistance to
attend ay care eentres. 
All this we can do. and 
along with government 
assistance from federal: 
provincial and municipal 
levels, your committee feels 
that we can ensure that our 
members go into old age 
with dignity, feeling wanted 
and being cared for. 
COMMUNITY IN. 
VOLVEMENT 
This area of Legion ac- 
tivities has brought us the 
greatest recognition from 
the-public at large, Com. 
munity involvement has to 
be maintained because it 
provides a great amount of 
assistance to the population 
in general. These programs, 
which were initiated by the 
Legion, would cease to exist 
Today's Freedom Was Won Yesterday 
Lest We Forget 
West End Food Mart 
4928 W Highway 16 Phone 636-6274 
by Ron Gowe 
Here is a subject of prime 
concern for ~,'o reasons, 
First is remembrance. The 
Legion has an obligation to 
perpetuate the memory" of 
the war dead. Should we 
falter there is no doubt that 
remembrance would lose its 
importance in the country. 
This program is doubly 
valuable for the Legion 
because it is the only' effort 
that reaches into every 
branch. Our involvement of 
the youth of the country' in 
this program issucceeding. 
more and more young 
Canadians think about and 
appreciate the sacrifices of 
others on their behalf. The 
annual distribution ofeleven 
million lapel poppies would 
indicate that at least one of 
every two Canadians wears 
a poppy for remembrance. 
The challenge isto get every 
Canadian to wear a poppy. 
The second concern is the 
collection of Poppy Trust 
Funds for the assistance of
veterans and their families. 
as laid down in the By-laws. 
It is extremely important 
that a new and broader 
philosophy and direction for 
the entire poppy fund 
question be developed, There 
must be incentives to collect 
funds and also guidelines on 
where they should be spent. 
First and foremost, funds 
are to be used to assist he 
veteran, his dependsnts and 
those institutions that 
provide assistance to 
veterans. If we are to con. 
tinue to interest the 
population at large, then it 
seems only reasonable that 
the funds be used to aid the 
needy in the years ahead. 
regardless of their status. 
Membership total high 
by Ron Gowe 
Legion membership 
stands at an all time high, At 
the end of 1977, our mem. 
bership totalled 419,474. an 
increase of 37,500 members, 
or 9.75 per cent in the past 
years. These are the Life, 
Ordinary, Associate and 
Honorary members of the 
organization, and the figures 
do not include the ap- 
proximately 92,000 Fraternal 
Affiliates who. of course, do 
not have membership status 
in the Legion. 
It is remarkable that or. 
dinary membership con. 
tinues to climb. At the end of 
1977. life and ordinary 
membership stood at 327,796, 
reflecting an increase of 
7,438 over 1975. It is a con- 
tinuation of the trend which 
began in 1957 -- 20 years ago 
--when Legion membership 
was 229,445, 
Ordinary membership 
potential is nearly 1.2 
million. Canada's veteran 
popu la t ion -  those who 
served in World Wars I and 
II and Korea -- is nearly 
90,000,' There are 150.000 ex. 
servicemen and Women who 
served in peacetime, about 
80,000 who are now ser~.ing in 
Canada's armed forces plus 
40,000 who qualify by reason 
of militia and RCMP service 
or service in the forces of 
allied nations. So, there are 
still approximately 840,000 
persons eligible for ordinary 
membership who have not 
joined. 
Deceased uring past year 
E.B. Clark S.H, Riner 
D.H.Deane;  K.M. Robison 
A,B. Dodd G.M. Sinkewicz 
(Associate) 
L. Hopewell 
F.R, Taylor  
30106 galum 
AN" IRISH AIRMAN FORESEES HIS DEATH 
l know that I shall meet my fate 
Somewhere among the clouds above; 
Those that I fight I do not hate, 
Those that I guard I do not love; 
My country is Kiltartan Cross, 
My countrymen Kiltartan's poor, 
No likely end could bring them loss' 
Or leave them happier than before. 
Nor law, nor duty bade me fight, 
Nor public men, nor cheering crowds, 
A lonely impulse of delight 
Drove to this tumult in the clouds; 
I balanced all, brought all to mind, 
The years to come seemed waste of breath, 
A waste of breath the years behind 
In balance with this life, this death. W.B. YEATS 
S wifty Mufflers 
Phons 638-1991 
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Looking forward: progress of Branch 13 
by O.A. Kaulbeck 
The article written by 
Comrade Sam Kirkaldy in 
the 1976 Supplement covered 
the forming of Branch 13 in 
1919 under the Great War 
Veterans, the change to the 
British Empire " Service 
League n 1926 and the Royal 
Assent o use the title "Royal 
Canadian Legion". It also 
dealt with the building 
Branch 13 occupied during 
thnse years. The article Was 
entitled "Looking Back Over 
the Years". 
• I would like to entitle my 
few words "Looking For- 
ward". I can remember 
thirty years ago I became a
member of Branch 13 in the 
building now occupied by All 
Seasons Sporting Supplies. 
The building quickly became 
inadequate, and so in the 
early '506, we purchased the 
present building and 
property. When we moved 
in, it was pretty bleak -- to 
say the least. The building 
was heated by pot bellied 
stoves; the walls were bare 
and the seating was crude. 
However, we survived and 
have continued to progress. 
We have also increased our 
community services by 
sponsoring the Cadets, 
Minor Hockey and Baseball 
and donations to the Boy 
Scouts and Girl Guides. We 
have also provided bursaries 
to several students for 
higher education and above 
all, provided excellent 
service to veterans and their 
families. 
We are now reaching a 
point where it becomes 
essential to build a new 
Legion building in order to 
give our members better 
facilities. At the present 
time, if we want to put on a 
large function, we have to 
hire a hall and there arc not 
too many of these available. 
Our hard working Ladies' 
Auxiliary work under the 
most difficult conditions. We 
are sure that the good ladies 
will support us to the hilt in 
our endeavour to provide a 
new building. 
It will become in- 
creasingly necessary for our 
associates to put their 
shoulders to the wheel and 
take some of the burden off 
the "Old Sweats". Yes, it 
wasn't that long ago that the 
"Old Sweats" were the First 
World War veterans. Time 
has changed all that and now 
the Second War vets are 
quickly becoming the "Old 
Sweats". The associates now 
have the vote at branch 
level, so can now take an 
active part. If we are going 
to move forward, the 
associates must take an 
active part -- so how about 
it, new comrades? 
l:would like to pay tribute 
to the Ladies Auxiliary for 
their continued support and 
to the many "Old Sweats" Fraternal Affiliates who 
who have stood by and have no vote and cannot even 
helped to hold the Legion attend our meetings due to 
intact, rules laid down by Com- 
I would be amiss if I di(J round. Many of those 
"not mention the several members have come for- 
McEWAN 
, MOTORS 
LTD. 
"Fragment: 5 September 1267" W.D. Ehrhart 
We lay in mud, straggling 
While the waves of death broke over us, 
Swallowed us, 
And east us loose on a sea of madness. 
Eighteen-- 
And the blood felt like tears 
On the blade of my bayonet; 
And youthful dreams lay dead 
Amid spent cartridges and broken bodies 
Litter the earth. 
After that, there was no innocence; 
And there was no future to believe in. 
4517 Lakelse 636-4941 
ward with help and equip- Legion members, let us all 
ment for free in site band together in a united 
preparation for our new effort to provide a new 
building. I won't mention Legion building and thds 
names for fear of missing continue to progress and not 
someone, retreat. 
ANTHEN FOR DOOMED YOUTH 
What passing.bells for these who die as cattle? 
Only the monstrou~ anger of the guns. 
Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle 
Can patter out their hasty orisons. 
No mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells, 
Not any voice of mourning save the choirs.- 
The thrill, demented choirs of wailing shells; 
And bugles calling for them from sad shires. 
What candles may be held to speed them all? 
Not in the hands of boys, but in their eyes 
Shall shine the holy glimmers of good.byes. 
And pallor of girls' brows hall be their pail; 
Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds, 
And each slow dusk a drawing.down of blinds. 
WILFRED ()WEN 
i 
3315 Clark Phone 636-3867. 
"FIRE AIID ICE" 
Some say the world will end in fire, 
Some say in ice. 
From what rye tasted of desire 
I hold with those who favor tire. 
But if it had to perish twice, 
I think I know enough of hate 
To say that for destruction ice 
Is also great 
And would suffice. 
Robert Frost 
The Cedars  Mote l  
4830 W Highway 16 Ph0ne 635-2256 
..... ,~ ._ . . ' .  
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6REETER LOVE 
Red lips are not so red 
As the stained stones kissed by the English dead. 
Kindness of wooed and wooer 
Seems hame to their love pure. 
0 Love, your eyes lose lure 
When I behold eyes blinded in my steadl 
Your slender attitude 
Trembles not exquisite like limbs knife-skewed, 
Rolling and rolling there 
Where God seems not to care; 
Till the fierce love they hear 
Cramps them in death's extreme decrepitude. " 
Your voice sings not so soft,-- 
Though even as wind murmuring through raftered loft,- 
Your dear voice is not dear, 
Gentle, and evening clear, 
As theirs whom none now hear, 
Now earth as stopped their piteous mouths that coughed. 
Heart, you were never hot 
Nor large, nor full like hearts made great with'shot; 
And though your hand be pale, 
Paler are all which trail " 
Your cross through flame and hail: 
Weep, you may weep, for you may touch them not. 
WILFRED OWEN 
S 
F INNING 
4621 Keith Road, Terrace. Telephone 635-7144 
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Assoc. Members 
cont'd, from pg. 6 
engaged, a member of the The reasoning behind this 
regular forces of the U.S.A. move of opening up the 
while serving in Canada or membership was the very 
those who had served in a real fact that a considerable 
force under NATO or time had passed since any 
NORAD. hostilities in which Canada 
4643 Park 
was involved and that the 
larger percent~e'of Legion 
members were of advanced 
years and could foresee the 
time when there would not be 
too many fully active 
members left to carry out 
the service work and aid to 
the needy veterans. From 
indications and presen. 
tations made by some Legion 
members who had sons and 
A TIME FOR EVERYTHING Ecclesiastes, chapter 3
1. To everything there is a season, and a time to every pur- 
pose under the heaven; 
2. A time to be horn, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a 
time to pluck up that which is planted; 
3. A time to kill, andZime to heal; a time to break down, and a 
time to bullet up; 
4. A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn and a 
time to dance', 
5. A time to east away stones, and a time to gather stones 
together: a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from 
embracing; 
6. A time to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time 
to cast away; 
7. A time to rend, and, a time to sow; a time to keep silence, 
and a time tospeak; 
8. A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time 
of peace. 
22. Where I perceive that there is nothing better, than that a 
man should rejoice in his own works; for that is his portion: 
for who shall bring him to see what shall be after him? 
RESTAURANT 
Phone 636-6111 
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Hales 
Cabinets 
Sgt. Ron Gowe - Receiving Wings - Flying Scholarship 
5110 Keith 635-5455 
daughters who were eager, it responsibilities of our Command. Of these nineteen 
was felt that they should be veterans ervice work. resolutions, • three reached 
eligible for some form of As with any organization the convention flour. The 
membership so that in the there were some very eager first would grant all the 
future they carry ou with the members who realiy applied rights and privileges of 
aims and objects of the themselves and we had an ordinary members. It was 
Legion. aggressive club going. Itwas defeated in passing. The 
apparent from the beginning second would grant he right 
The Royal Canadian that these keen types felt to vote and hold office of 
Legion from coast o coast is quite pot out in that they their particular branch. This 
a very large organization could not vote at regular ais0 was defeated. The third 
and has some widely dif- meetings. In the ensuing would grant the right to vote 
fering views from one region years the membership in at branch level, but would 
to another. In the beginning many branches throughout not grant the right to be 
a separation was pressed Canada has grown very elected to the executive. 
for, and granted, so that rapidly, in some instances This resolution was passed. 
associate membership could approaching the same 
be granted under the con- number as the regular After the balloting was 
ditions mentioned earlier, membership. In other completed, the constitution 
These associate members branches and in some and laws committee was 
could attend branch generdl commands this form of asked to clarify the position 
meetings, be involved in membership has not been with respect o participation 
discussions, but could not encouraged, ue mainly to in branch committees. At the 
vote or hold any office. Many non-performance of the present time a son or 
branches uch as Terrace associates, daughter of an associate 
branch, requested that these At the Dominion Con- member has the right to vote 
associate members form up vention held in Edmonton in at branch level, may not be 
their own group within the June of this year there wine elected to any office, but 
parent group. They would n ineteen  reso lu t ions  may be appointed either as 
have their own executive, presented to grant the right chairman or member of any 
hold their own meetings and to vote and hold office in the committee other than the 
over a period of time would Legion, in many varied standing committees, or be 
have been involved to such a forms. Ten of these appointed as a member of a 
degree that they would in resolutions were from standing committee. 
effect be taking over the branches within Pacific 
ELKER 
AUTO 
SUPPLY 
LTD. 
IN FLANDERS FIELDS 
In Flanders fields the poppies blow 
Between the crosses, row on row 
That mark our place; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, f ly  
Scarce heard amid the guns below. 
We are the Dead. Short days ago 
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Loved and were loved, and now we lie 
In Flanders fields. 
Take up our quarrel with the foe: 
To you from failing hands we throw 
The torch; be yours to hold it high. 
If ye break faith with us who die 
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 
In Flanders fields. JOHN MCRAE 
died in Base Hospital, 1918 
• 4736 L.azelle 635-2218 
This year Branch 13 of the 
Legion is at a very 
significant crossroad in its 
life. Branch membership has 
grown to the point that we 
have modified, changed and 
scrounged every available 
inch of space in our present 
building to provide en- 
tertainment facilities for our 
membership. Unfortunately 
a great number of our 
members do not participate 
other than on Friday or 
Saturday night. Our 
Development Committee has 
accomplished a lot in the 
preparation of plans, 
specifications and financial 
feasibility of the new Legion 
premises to be built on Park 
Ave. What we need now is 
the involvement of ALL our 
members, including the 
associates, tocreate this new 
building. The crossroads 
are: To proceed with the 
development and thus enable 
the Legion to once again 
function as a veterans 
service organization as well 
as a social house, or to pull in 
our horns and cut back on the 
social activities in our 
present branch and thus 
provide the room for the 
neglected Legion functions. 
It's up to YOU, the 
memhpr~ 
~ / / l / / / / / / / J / / / / / ~  
"A CAMP IN THE PRUSSIAN FOREST" 
I walk beside the prisoners to the road, 
Load on puffed load, 
Their corpses, stacked like sodden wood, 
Lie barred or galled with blood. 
' By the charred warehouse. No one came today, 
In the old way 
To knock the fillings from their teeth, 
The dark coned, common wreath. 
~,~ ~w, '~ I J~  ~ '~, ,d~ Is plaited for their grave-a kind of grief, 
The living leaf, 
Clings to the planted profitable, 
Pine if it .is able. 
/ , / i "~ - " i <"*, 
J The boughs igh, mile on green, calm, breathing mile 
From this dead file, 
The planners ruled for them...One year, 
They sent a million here:... 
Alex F. 
4650 LAKELSE AVENUE PHONE 635-4222 
